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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND
OVERVIEW
Introduction
The Physical Education Curriculum Project K-12 was mandated by
the Reformed Curriculum Development Committee (RCDC) and
planned and executed by its sub-committee, the Curriculum
Cooperative Committee (CCC).
The RCDC consists of the
chairmen and principals of the BC Canadian Reformed Schools.
The mandate of this committee is to promote curriculum
development. It does so by reviewing written proposals for
curriculum development and providing appropriate compensation
for approved curricular projects. Approved projects are delegated
to the CCC, which is responsible for curriculum review,
development, and implementation, reporting on its activities to the
RCDC twice annually. To date the RCDC has produced the
following:
 A Framework for Teaching the Visual Arts
 Cross-graded Primary Units:
o Celebrate Canada
o Life in Bible Times
o Wonderfully Made
o Seashores and Tide Pools
 BC Can. Ref. Technology Information Curriculum K-12
 Physical Education K-7
 Music K-7
 Social Studies K-12
 Science K-10
 Physical Education
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1996
1996
1996
2000
2002
1998
2000
2001
2006
2009
2012

Mandate 2009
At its March 5, 2009 meeting, the RCDC mandated the CCC to
coordinate a week (5 days) of Physical Education curriculum
development. Within its mandate, the CCC’s writing team was to
develop a Reformed world- view as that applies to the following
components of the Physical Education curriculum:






position statements
essential understandings for Physical Education
assessment methods
teaching/learning strategies
skills development strategies

The Physical Education
Curriculum Development
Writing Team
Michael Raap

Dufferin Christian School, Carman, MB

Alyson Bosch

Credo Christian Elementary School, Langley, BC

Stephen Chase

Credo Christian Elementary School, Langley, BC

Colin Van Delft

Credo Christian High School, Langley, BC

Jason Vander Horst Credo Christian High School, Langley, BC
Martin Rekers

John Calvin School, Yarrow, BC

Darryn Kleyn

Cornerstone Christian School, Lynden, WA

Michael Noot

Guido de Bres Christian High School, ON

We thank these writers for the time and energy they expended on
this writing project. It is our prayer that this curriculum project will
help schools in the implementation of an effective and meaningful
Physical Education curriculum.
Michael Noot, coordinator
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PE RATIONALE
The aim of Physical Education K to 12 is to provide opportunities for all students to praise
God as they develop knowledge, movement skills, and positive attitudes and
behaviours that contribute to a healthy, active lifestyle as members of God’s Kingdom.
Secular physical education objectives often emphasize the “body beautiful”, a longer
and more enjoyable life, and the glory of personal achievement in sports. However, this
emphasis conflicts with the biblical worldview. We are not our own; God has given life
and requires that we present our bodies as living sacrifices. We are stewards, not
owners, of our bodies.1
In order to be active, we must learn the fundamental movement skills common to
activity. Explicit teaching of these skills is necessary. In the primary grades, students must
be taught the movement patterns that involve different body parts such as the legs,
arms, trunk and head, and skills such as running, throwing, hopping, skipping, and
jumping. These movements are foundational to the more complex skills that are taught
in the intermediate and secondary grades.
At the intermediate and secondary level, these foundational skills are incorporated into
outdoor education, cooperative games, organized sports and recreational activities. In
these years, students will develop attitudes and behaviours that will allow them to carry
out and appreciate specific, specialized activities that they enjoy. Consequently, they
will have the ability, confidence and qualities needed to continue to participate in
these activities later on in life as part of a healthy, active lifestyle.
During physical education lessons students are often expected to interact with others
and have opportunities to develop and maintain positive relationships. This is an ideal
context to develop skills such as negotiation, assertiveness, conflict resolution, and
leadership. These are vital life skills that need to be taught so that they can be exhibited
appropriately in the communion of saints.
P.E. POSITION STATEMENTS
1. CREATION
God created people as stewards of all creation, including our own bodies. “So God
created man in his own image . . . God saw all that he had made, and it was very
good.” (Genesis 1:27a, 31a)2
As human beings we are the crown of creation. This implies a responsibility to care for
our bodies. Physical Education offers God’s people an opportunity to glorify God as we
learn how to care for our bodies.

1

Zuidema, M. (1996). Physical Education 6-8 (2nd ed.). Christian Schools International: Grand Rapids, Michigan, p. 9

2

All references to the Bible in this document are from the New International Version.
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2. FALL
When Adam and Eve fell into sin, man’s relationship to God was broken. As a result of
this fall, God’s people are faced with a variety of struggles. Physical Education in a
Christian school offers us an opportunity to confront these struggles as members of
God’s kingdom.
 Destroyed Relationships: Students learn how to function in a community of
believers with patience and encouragement. “But encourage one another
daily, as long as it is called Today, so that none of you may be hardened by
sin’s deceitfulness.” (Hebrews 3: 13)
 Pride & Selfishness: Emphasizing the need to act humbly; putting the needs of
others ahead of your own needs. “He has showed you, O man, what is good.
And what does the LORD require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and
to walk humbly with your God.” (Micah 6:8)
 Envy: We should all celebrate what God has given to each of His children;
being content with God’s blessings without coveting what we do not have. “I
am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content
whatever the circumstances. I know what it is to be in need, and I know what
it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any and
every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want.
I can do everything through him who gives me strength.” (Philippians 4:11-13)
 Laziness & Apathy: Learning to work hard for God’s glory and for the benefit
of our neighbor. “Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working
for the Lord, not for men.” (Colossians 3:23)
 Gluttony: Christian Physical Education educates God’s children about proper
nutrition. “The sluggard craves and gets nothing, but the desires of the
diligent are fully satisfied.” (Proverbs 13:4)
3. REDEMPTION
Christ came to his world to save us from our sins and to offer us life everlasting. Through
Christ we are being renewed every day. This transformation causes us to live for Christ
more and more each day, denying our selfish desires and the temptations of this world.
“Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as living
sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God—this is your spiritual act of worship. Do not conform
any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is —his good, pleasing
and perfect will.” (Romans 12: 1, 2)
Redeemed children have a responsibility to care for their bodies as temples of the Holy
Spirit.
“Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you
have received from God? You are not your own; you were bought at a price. Therefore
honor God with your body.” (I Corinthians 6: 19, 20).

7

4. FULFILLMENT
In anticipation of Christ’s return, all of God’s people must strive to live for Christ. Christian
Physical Education creates an environment where students can learn about denying
their sinful desires, embracing Christ as their Saviour, and living for Him in all of life.
“But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is ahead, I
press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in
Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 3: 13b, 14).
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SECTION 2: CONSIDERATIONS FOR
PROGRAM DELIVERY
1. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY DOES NOT EQUAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education is a school subject designed to help children and youth develop the
skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary for participating in active, healthy living. As
such, Physical Education programs are an integral component of the total school
experience for students. Quality Physical Education programs encompass a wide
variety of carefully planned learning experiences from sport skills to outdoor skills, to
dance and gymnastics. Attention to developmentally appropriate curricular goals and
learning outcomes will ensure that students of all abilities and interests are able to build
a foundation of movement experiences and knowledge – that is, a language of
physical movement or physical literacy that leads to life-long active and healthy living.
Physical activity is a movement of the body that expends energy, such as participation
in sports, dance, and exercise. Physical activity is used in Physical Education programs
as a medium for teaching curriculum content and for providing fun opportunities
through which to practice and improve learned skills. Therefore, physical activity is an
essential component of a quality Physical Education program. It is the vehicle to
become physically educated, just as a book is a vehicle to becoming a reader.
However, similar to how a teacher still needs to teach the skills of reading, as the
presence of the book does not guarantee learning, teachers still need to teach the
learning outcomes of Physical Education. Physical activity in itself does not create a
physically educated person.3
2. ADDRESSING LOCAL CONTEXTS
The Physical Education K to 12 curriculum includes opportunities for individual teacher
and student choice in specific activities to meet certain learning outcomes. This
flexibility allows educators to plan their programs to meet the particular requirements of
their students and to respond to local contexts. It may be appropriate to incorporate
student input when selecting relevant activities.4
3. INVOLVING PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
Having been chosen by God, we who are blessed by Him are entrusted with the task
of faithfully telling the coming generations of who He is and what He has done. There
are three facets of the Christian life that invite special consideration with respect for
this task. These are: the church, the home, and the school. The church is where the
“Physical Health and Education Canada,” a professional organization for physical education instructors
http://www.phecanada.ca/programs/quality-daily-physical-education/faq-s
Accessed on Date: July 16, 2012
3

4

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.23.
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gospel is preached through the Word and the sacraments, corporate worship
occurs, and believers build each other up to the glory of God in a community of
faith. In the home, parents raise their children in the fear of God according to his
Word. The school builds upon the foundation laid by the parents and the church by
further guiding the students as they grow and mature as spiritual beings. Recognizing
that we are “in the world”, the educator has a responsibility to prepare the students
for service in this world. We are not merely global citizens, as would be claimed by
humanist educational theorists, but rather we are citizens of the Kingdom of God,
being equipped to His work in a world of sin and brokenness. Thus the three spheres
of church, home, and school labour together in harmony to promote the splendor of
our Sovereign King, the One who is infinitely worthy of all that we have to give.
It is highly recommended that schools inform parents and guardians about the Physical
Education K to 12 curriculum. Teachers (along with school and district administrators)
may choose to do so by informing parents/guardians and students of the goals for the
subject by sending home class letters, providing an overview during parent-teacher
interviews, etc. responding to parent and guardian requests to discuss unit plans,
learning resources, etc.5
4. INCLUSION, EQUITY, AND ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL LEARNERS
As we work with the understanding that every child is made in the image of God, we
will desire to create an inclusive program to help every child achieve success. When
selecting specific topics, activities, and resources to support the implementation of
Physical Education K to 12, teachers are encouraged to ensure that these choices
support inclusion, equity, and accessibility for all students. In particular, teachers should
ensure that classroom instruction, assessment, and resources reflect sensitivity to
diversity and incorporate positive role portrayals, relevant issues, and themes such as
inclusion, respect, and acceptance. Some students with special needs may require
program adaptation or modification to facilitate their achievement of the enduring
understandings and goals identified in this document.
Adapted Programs
An adapted program addresses the goals of the prescribed curriculum but provides
adaptations to selected goals. These adaptations may include alternative formats for
resources, instructional strategies, and assessment procedures. Adaptations may also
be made in areas such as skill sequence, pacing, methodology, materials, technology,
equipment, services, and setting. Students on adapted programs are assessed using the
curriculum standards and can receive full credit.
The following are examples of strategies that may help students with special needs
succeed:
 Adapt the task by simplifying or substituting skills, maintaining the integrity of the
intended activity/outcome.
 Adapt the task by changing the complexity.
 Adapt the rules and scoring systems (e.g., allow kicking instead of throwing).

5

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p. 23
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Adapt the equipment (e.g., smaller, softer, or lighter equipment) or the setting
(indoors instead of outdoors).
Provide opportunities for more practice, extra time, or extension of learning.
Adapt evaluation criteria to accommodate individual student needs.
Adapt the number of activities the student is expected to complete.
Increase the amount of learning assistance.
Adapt the expectation of how the student is to respond to instruction.
Adapt the extent to which a student is actively involved in the activity.

Modified Programs
A modified program has goals that are substantially different from the prescribed
curriculum and specifically selected to meet the student’s special needs. A student on
a modified program is assessed in relation to the goals and objectives established in the
student’s IEP.
The following are examples of strategies that may help students on modified programs:
 Specify personal support (by peers or teacher assistants, for example).
 Set individualized goals that consider prescribed outcomes but are developed
to suit the student’s special needs.
 Modify activities by providing parallel ones for students with unique needs.6
5. WORKING WITH THE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
This curriculum addresses a wide range of skills and understandings that students are
developing in other areas of their lives. It is important to recognize that learning related
to this curriculum extends beyond the classroom. School, district, and province-wide
initiatives — such as Action Schools! BC, co-curricular and community sports teams,
community recreation facilities — support and extend learning in Physical Education K
to 12. Community organizations may also support the curriculum by providing facilities,
locally developed learning resources, guest speakers, and workshops. Teachers may
wish to draw on the expertise of these community organizations and members.7
6. SAFETY
Educators should keep the following safety guidelines in mind for physical education
classes:
 Incorporate appropriate warm-up and cool-down in all activities, and stress with
students the importance of warm-up and cool-down for physical safety.
 Establish guidelines for appropriate clothing, footwear, jewelry, and hair for
physical activity.
 Reinforce rules and acceptable behaviour for staying within boundaries, using
equipment, and protective equipment (e.g., helmets) for all physical activities.
 Establish procedures for stopping and starting activities on a signal.
 Ensure students are familiar with rules and guidelines for using any new
equipment.

6
7

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.25
British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.25-26
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Enlist the support of other teachers, parent volunteers, or older students to act as
spotters for students during activities such as gymnastics.
Ensure students are aware of procedures for responding to emergencies.8

7. INCORPORATING MUSIC IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Many physical activities from all five activity categories can benefit from the
incorporation of music. Music is particularly valuable where skills are done in sequences,
or where a particular rhythm or tempo is required. It may sometimes be appropriate to
allow students to select their own music for use in physical education classes. When
doing so, teachers should preview students’ selections to ensure that material is
appropriate.9
8. STRATEGIES FOR SELECTING TEAMS
One challenge facing Physical Education teachers is how to facilitate the selection of
partners and teams in a manner that is gracious, equitable and inclusive of all students.
The following are some suggestions for ways of selecting groups and teams in Physical
Education activities:
 line up tallest to shortest then alternate
 line up in order of their birthdays
 slips of paper or craft sticks with students’ names and pick randomly
 pick playing cards and assign by suit, colour, or number; alternatively use
numbered or colour-coded sticks, index cards, etc.
 pre-selected teams
 rotate teams/partners a few times within the class
 teacher selected, especially when the teacher knows students’ skill levels — this
models ways to pick teams fairly; students also learn that it’s more fun when
teams are evenly matched.
Whatever the procedure used to select teams, establish class guidelines with students
about socially responsive and fair play behaviour.10
9. THE ROLE OF COMPETITION
“Competition in sport can be conceived as a mutually acceptable quest for
excellence, in which opponents cooperate to bring the best out in one another”.11 Our
goal as Physical Education teachers is to provide a safe and inclusive environment
where all students can joyfully and wholeheartedly strive with themselves and with
each other to create a rewarding sporting experience. It is important that all students
understand that they must, first and foremost, praise and glorify God in humility as they
8

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.27

9

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). K-7 (2006), p.31

10

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). K-7 (2006), p.31
Watson, Nick & White, John (2007) ‘Winning at all costs’ in modern sport. Found in Sport and Spirituality. Routledge:
New York, New York, p. 63
11
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fully participate in physical activity. As they follow their Saviour, they can also learn to
help others achieve this same goal.
In this context we can view competition as cooperation, not rivalry, where students
agree on goals, rules, and obstacles. Students can also make best use of their gifts to
God’s glory as they agree to contest one another for mutual enjoyment. Students
should grow to understand that an opponent is not first of all a rival, but instead is a
loving neighbor who provides opportunity for a more delightful experience of sport by
providing stiff competition.
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SECTION 3: PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM DESIGN
1. CURRICULUM ORGANIZERS & ACTIVITY CATEGORIES
Active Living
This curriculum organizer provides opportunities for students to develop knowledge,
skills, and attitudes related to:
 Understanding that active living is a godly pursuit as they are charged to care for
their bodies as temples of the Holy Spirit (I Cor. 6:19,20)
 the characteristics and benefits of active living
 the willingness to participate in a range of activities (e.g., punctuality,
preparedness, time on task, and enthusiasm and enjoyment)
 understanding of the health-related and skill-related components of fitness
 the principles of training and how they relate to fitness
 monitoring of personal exertion and fitness levels
 goals and plans for an active lifestyle
This curriculum organizer also contains Prescribed Learning Outcomes (PLO’s) that
require students to participate daily in moderate to vigorous physical activity.
Movement
In relation to this curriculum organizer, students develop and apply a range of
fundamental movement skills (body management, locomotor, and object control)
necessary for efficient and effective participation in a broad range of activities from all
three activity categories:
 games
 individual and dual activities
 rhythmic movement activities (including dance and gymnastics)
They learn about practice techniques to improve skill performance, and how to apply
the principles of training to improve fitness. This curriculum organizer provides
opportunities for students to incorporate movement concepts to enhance their
performance of movement skills. The P.E. 4 to 12 curricula builds on the body
management, locomotor, and object control skills developed at the K to 3 level, and
provides opportunities for students to apply these skills in particular activity contexts. It is
understood that movement skills are acquired over a number of years, and that
teachers will continue to address various skills at multiple grades.
Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership
This curriculum organizer helps students develop a Christian attitude in regards to sports,
activity, and competition as well as positive interpersonal behaviours through active
involvement in a variety of physical activities across the activity categories. Students
learn the importance of safety guidelines and practices for all forms of physical activity.
They develop respect for themselves and others as they acquire and practice the skills
of safety, fair play, and leadership.
14

This curriculum organizer provides opportunities for students to develop knowledge and
skills related to:
 safe participation in a variety of physical activities in all activity categories
 demonstrating fair play behaviours and attitudes when participating in physical
activities (e.g., respect for self and others, respect for rules, appropriate
emotional responses, etiquette)
 acquiring and applying leadership skills for participation in physical activities

Individual
and Dual

Rhythmic
Movement

Activities

Games
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SECTION 4: PHYSICAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM GOALS
DESIRED GOALS:
In pursuit of godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:
1. Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them to attain and
maintain a healthy active lifestyle.12
2. Understand how one’s body is created and is to be maintained.
3. Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and care for their bodies
so they can serve God and others, and value and care for the creation in which
they live.13
4. Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for life.
5. Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for participating productively, safely,
and responsibly in a range of physical activities.14
6. Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of Christian life.
7. Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect, responsibility, leadership, and
persistence.
ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS:
Students will understand that:
1. Performing movement skills in a technically correct manner improves overall
performance and increases the likelihood of participation in lifelong physical
activity.
2. Knowing and understanding concepts of movement will improve performance in
a specific skill and provide the foundation for transfer of skills in a variety of sports
and activities.
3. We are wonderfully created in God’s image.
4. In order for all participants and spectators to honour God and show love toward
their neighbor through games and sports, everyone must demonstrate
knowledge and commitment to sportsmanship, rules, and safety guidelines.
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
1. How does effective and appropriate movement affect wellness?
2. Why do I have to understand the concepts of movement when I can already
perform the skill?
3. For what purpose has God made our bodies and how can we use them for His
glory?
4. Why do I have to show good sportsmanship and follow the rules?
12

13
14

Abbotsford Christian School: Physical Education Map. Accessed on July 18, 2012, p. 2
Abbotsford Christian School: Physical Education Map. Accessed on July 18, 2012, p. 2
Abbotsford Christian School: Physical Education Map. Accessed on July 18, 2012, p. 2
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SECTION 5: ASSESSMENT &
EVALUATION
The primary purpose of assessment and evaluation is to improve student learning and
performance. As Christian teachers, we need to follow a number of fundamental
principles in order to develop a valid, educative, explicit, fair, and comprehensive
practice that not only assesses skills, but important attitudes and Christian values.
When these principles are understood and observed, they will guide the collection of
meaningful information that will help inform instructional decisions, promote student
engagement, and improve student learning.
Teachers will spend a considerable amount of time providing the students with
feedback that will help them develop important attitudes and Christian values like
sportsmanship, fair play, positive interaction with peers, leadership, joy and love.
Fundamental Principles
To ensure that assessment, evaluation, and reporting are valid and reliable and that
they lead to the improvement of learning for all students, teachers use practices and
procedures that:
 are fair, transparent, and equitable for all students
 support all students, including those with special education needs
 are carefully planned to relate to the curriculum expectations and learning goals
and, as much as possible, to the interests, learning styles and preferences,
needs, and experiences of all students
 are communicated clearly to students and parents at the beginning of the
school year or course and at other appropriate points throughout the school
year or course
 are ongoing, varied in nature, and administered over a period of time to provide
multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate the full range of their learning;
 provide ongoing descriptive feedback that is clear, specific, meaningful, and
timely to support improved learning and achievement
 develop students’ self-assessment skills to enable them to assess their own
learning, set specific goals, and plan the next steps for their learning15
Assessment can also be viewed as the systematic gathering of information about what
students know, are able to do, and are working toward. Assessment evidence can be
collected using a wide variety of methods, such as
 observation
 performance based tests
 journals and learning logs
 student self-assessments and peer assessments
 projects
15

Adapted from Ontario Ministry of Education, Growing Success: First Edition, 2010, p.6
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 oral and written reports
 portfolio assessments
 written and oral quizzes
Student performance is based on the information collected through assessment
activities. Teachers use their insight, knowledge about learning, and experience with
students, along with the specific criteria they establish, to make judgments about
student performance in relation to Prescribed Learning Outcomes. Three major types of
assessment can be used in conjunction with each other to support student
achievement:
 Assessment for learning is assessment for purposes of greater learning
achievement.
 Assessment as learning is assessment as a process of developing and supporting
students’ active participation in their own learning.
 Assessment of learning is assessment for purposes of providing evidence of
achievement for reporting.16

16

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.47-48
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Assessment Overviews
Assessment Overview for K-7
CURRICULUM ORGANIZERS

SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

ACTIVE LIVING
Knowledge

class discussions, charts, webs,
journals and logs, written and
oral tests, posters and
diagrams, worksheets, models
Video, observation sheets and
checklists, activity logs,
student-teacher conferences
performance tests, video,
peer teaching, observation
sheets and
checklists, activity logs
class discussions, worksheets,
peer teaching, observation
sheets and checklists, activity
logs, self-assessment ratings
Observations, checklists, peer
teaching, class discussions,
and teacher feedback.

Participation
MOVEMENT SKILLS

SAFETY, FAIR PLAY,
LEADERSHIP
CHRISTIAN VALUES
(sportsmanship, fair play,
positive interaction with
peers, leadership, joy and
love)

SUGGESTED WEIGHT FOR
GRADING
28-35%

Integrated throughout
28-35%

28-35%

Integrated throughout

17

17

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). K-7 (2006), p.210
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Assessment Overview for 8-10
CURRICULUM ORGANIZERS

SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

ACTIVE LIVING
Knowledge

class discussions, charts, webs
journals and logs, written and
oral tests, research projects,
video, observation sheets, and
checklists, goal-setting plans,
posters and diagrams,
worksheets, models, activity
logs, student-teacher
conferences
performance tests, video,
peer teaching, observation
sheets and checklists, activity
logs, self-assessment, ratings
class discussions, worksheets,
peer teaching, observation
sheets and checklists, activity
logs, self-assessment ratings
Observations, checklists, peer
teaching, class discussions,
and teacher feedback.

MOVEMENT SKILLS

SAFETY, FAIR PLAY,
LEADERSHIP
CHRISTIAN VALUES
(sportsmanship, fair play,
positive interaction with
peers, leadership, joy and
love)

SUGGESTED WEIGHT FOR
GRADING
25-40%

25-40%

25-40%

Integrated throughout

18

18

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.52, 60, 68
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Assessment Overview for 11-12
CURRICULUM ORGANIZERS

SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

ACTIVE LIVING
Knowledge

class discussions, charts, webs
journals and logs, written and
oral tests, research projects,
video, observation sheets, and
checklists, goal-setting plans,
posters and diagrams,
worksheets, models, activity
logs, student-teacher
conferences
performance tests, video,
peer teaching, observation
sheets and checklists, activity
logs, self-assessment, ratings
class discussions, worksheets,
peer teaching, observation
sheets and checklists, activity
logs, self-assessment ratings
Observations, checklists, peer
teaching, class discussions,
and teacher feedback.

MOVEMENT SKILLS

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
CHRISTIAN VALUES
(sportsmanship, fair play,
positive interaction with
peers, leadership, joy and
love)

SUGGESTED WEIGHT FOR
GRADING
25-40%

25-40%

25-40%

Integrated throughout

19

19

British Columbia Ministry of Education, Physical Education Integrated Resource Package (IRP). 8-10 (2008), p.52, 60, 68
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SECTION 6: UNIT PLANS
A balanced physical education program includes opportunities for participation in a
variety of indoor and outdoor activities from across the five activity categories that
enable students to develop a range of non-locomotor, locomotor, and manipulative
movement skills. The five activity categories are:






alternative environment activities
dance
games
gymnastics
individual and dual activities

When selecting appropriate activities for students, teachers should consider their own
expertise, available resources, and facilities within the school and community. A
complete list of all available activities can be found in Appendix B.

Kindergarten

Grade 1

LOCOMOTOR

OBJECT CONTROL

Distance Jump

Overhand throw
Underhand roll

Run

Hop
Skip

Grade 2

Vertical jump
Side Gallop

Grade 3

Leap
Dodge



Two handed strike
Catch large ball

BODY MANAGEMENT
SKILLS
Static Balance
Climb
Line walk
Side roll

Underhand throw
Lofted soccer kick
Bounce and
catch
Catch small ball
Foot dribble
One handed strike

These are the levels at which these skills are mastered.
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RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT

Dance

GAMES
Grade 4/5

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball

INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL
ACTIVITIES

RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT

Badminton
Track and Field
Nutrition & Fitness

Creative Movement

Badminton
Track and Field
Nutrition & Fitness

Creative Movement

Kickball/Softball
Disc Sports
Grade 6/7

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball
Disc Sports
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GAMES
Grade 8

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball

INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL
ACTIVITIES

RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT

Badminton
Track and Field
Fitness
Active Health

Dance

Badminton
Track and Field
Fitness
Active Health

Dance

Badminton
Track and Field
Fitness
Active Health

Dance

Handball
Ultimate
Lacrosse
Grade 9

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball
Handball
Ultimate
Lacrosse

Grade 10

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball
Handball
Ultimate
Lacrosse

*Dance is defined as moving rhythmically to music, typically following a set sequence
of steps. Included in this definition is aerobic, ballroom, line, square, social, interpretive,
thematic, and dramatic.
**This is not an exhaustive or prescriptive list of topics; locally developed units can be
added to this list, according to the curricular organizers as laid out in provincial/state
requirements.
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GAMES
Grade 11

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball

INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL
ACTIVITIES

ALTERNATIVE ENVIRONMENT
ACTIVITIES

Badminton
Track and Field
Fitness
Dance

Swimming
Rock Climbing
Curling
Various AE Activities

Badminton
Track and Field
Fitness
Dance

Swimming
Rock climbing
Curling
Various AE Activities

Handball
Ultimate
Lacrosse
Golf
Grade 12

Soccer
Volleyball
Basketball
Softball
Handball
Ultimate
Lacrosse
Golf

*Dance is defined as moving rhythmically to music, typically following a set sequence
of steps. Included in this definition is aerobic, ballroom, line, square, social, interpretive,
thematic, and dramatic.
**This is not an exhaustive or prescriptive list of topics; locally developed units can be
added to this list, according to the curricular organizers as laid out in provincial/state
requirements.
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Grade 8 Active Health/ Fitness (Theory)
Introduction:
Active Health/Fitness is an excellent learning activity for grade 8. This
topic explores a foundational area of Physical Education. This unit
emphasizes shaping one’s attitude toward health and fitness, and
acquiring knowledge of anatomy, exercise and training principles,
nutrition, and lifestyle factors which influence personal fitness and
wellness.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Active Health/Fitness involves
acquiring knowledge and
demonstrating movement and
motor skills to stay healthy
throughout your life.
2. Training principles and Life
management skills are
discussed in the Active Health/
Fitness unit.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
learning about the role of
Active Health is God glorifying.
4. Active Health and other similar
activities provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1. How can studying and
practicing Active Health and
Fitness promote life-long
wellness?
2. How does knowing and
implementing Active Health
principles affect one’s quality
of life?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. How does Active Health shape
our attitude and behavior?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Definitions of physical fitness,
health, active health.
 The skeletal and muscular systems
and an intro to cardiovascular and
respiratory systems.
 Flexibility and how to achieve it
 The effects of exercise on the
cardiovascular system
 What constitutes a balanced diet,
diet assessment and nutritional
deficiencies.
 Common fallacies about fitness,
exercise, health and nutrition.
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Activities: Students will:
 Define physical fitness, health, and
active health.
 Label diagrams of the skeletal,
muscular, cardiovascular, and
respiratory systems.
 Participate in a heart rate
monitoring lab activity.
 Complete a food diary.
 Examine a calorie expenditure
chart.
 Complete a facts and fallacies
quiz.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Assess participation in classroom discussions.
 Observe involvement in labs and activities.
 Evaluate results in fitness testing.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 10 Hours.


Shaping Attitudes and Behaviours
o Discuss the five components of Fitness. W, H, E-1



Anatomy
o Discuss the Skeletal System and the Muscular System. W,
H, E-1
o



Effects of Exercise and Training Principles
o Discuss the effects improving flexibility. E-1
o





Discuss the Cardiovascular System and the Respiratory
System. W, H, E-1

Discuss improving Cardiovascular endurance E-1

Nutrition
o Discuss the concept of a balanced diet. E-1
o

Identify the six groups of nutrients in our diet. E-1

o

Discus Caloric expenditure. E-1

Life Management Skills and Wellness.
o Answer and review a fact and fallacy questionnaire. R
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Grade 9 Active Health/ Fitness (Theory)
Introduction:
Active Health/Fitness is an excellent learning activity for grade 9. This
topic explores a foundational area of Physical Education. This unit
emphasizes shaping one’s attitude toward health and fitness, and
acquiring knowledge of anatomy, exercise and training principles,
nutrition, and lifestyle factors which influence personal fitness and
wellness.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

5. Active Health/Fitness involves
acquiring knowledge and
demonstrating movement and
motor skills to stay healthy
throughout your life.
6. Training principles and Life
management skills are
discussed in the Active Health/
Fitness unit.
7. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
learning about the role of
Active Health is God glorifying.
8. Active Health and other similar
activities provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

5. How can studying and
practicing Active Health and
Fitness promote life-long
wellness?
6. How does knowing and
implementing Active Health
principles affect one’s quality
of life?
7. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
8. How does Active Health shape
our attitude and behavior?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Benefits and values of fitness
 Review the four systems and the
effect of exercise of each.
 Understand the training principles
of warm-up, specificity, adaptation,
and overload. Apply these
principles to the development of
muscular endurance and
cardiovascular endurance.
 The digestive system and the
concept of food as fuel.
 Discuss stress and its effects on the
body.
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Activities: Students will:
 Complete a personal fitness
assessment
 Complete review worksheets on
the skeletal, muscular
cardiovascular and respiratory
systems
 Produce a training effect
 Apply training principles to
muscular endurance
 Participate in an individual
callisthenic fitness circuit.
 Participate in an individual weight
training circuit
 Complete a worksheet on food
becoming fuel.
 Complete a food diary
 Complete a calorie expenditure
calculation.
 Complete a stress checklist.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Assess participation in classroom discussions.
 Observe involvement in labs and activities.
 Evaluate results in fitness testing.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 10 Hours.


Shaping Attitudes and Behaviours
o Discuss the benefits and values of fitness. W, H, E-1



Anatomy
o Review the Skeletal System and the Muscular System. R
o

Review the Cardiovascular System and the Respiratory
System. R

o

Discuss the effects of exercise on these systems. E-1



Effects of Exercise and Training Principles
o Discuss the training principles of warm-up, specificity,
adaptation, ad overload and their effect on the
development of muscular endurance and cardiovascular
endurance. E-1



Nutrition
o Discuss the digestive system. E-1
o



Discuss the concept of food as fuel. E-1

Life Management Skills and Wellness.
o Discuss the effect of stress on the body. E-1
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Grade 10 Active Health/ Fitness (Theory)
Introduction:
Active Health/Fitness is an excellent learning activity for grade 10. This
topic explores a foundational area of Physical Education. This unit
emphasizes shaping one’s attitude toward health and fitness, and
acquiring knowledge of anatomy, exercise and training principles,
nutrition, and lifestyle factors which influence personal fitness and
wellness.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

9. Active Health/Fitness involves
acquiring knowledge and
demonstrating movement and
motor skills to stay healthy
throughout your life.
10. Training principles and Life
management skills are
discussed in the Active Health/
Fitness unit.
11. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
learning about the role of
Active Health is God glorifying.
12. Active Health and other similar
activities provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

9. How can studying and
practicing Active Health and
Fitness promote life-long
wellness?
10. How does knowing and
implementing Active Health
principles affect one’s quality
of life?
11. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
12. How does Active Health shape
our attitude and behavior?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 The relationship of fitness to overall
health.
 The major joints, movement
principles and the role of the
skeletal and muscular systems in
posture
 Muscular strength and muscular
strength programs.
 Weight training safety techniques.
 How to calculate energy
requirements, Basal Metabolic Rate
and weight control through diet
and exercise
 Exercise is a coping mechanism for
stress.
.
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Activities: Students will:
 Discuss the relationship of exercise
to total health.
 Label a worksheet on the major
joints and list examples.
 Identify names of particular
muscle and joint movements
 Complete a posture rating chart.
 Complete a maximum strength
calculation.
 Complete a worksheet on weight
management through diet and
exercise
 Complete a work style inventory
checklist
 Complete a relaxation checklist

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Assess participation in classroom discussions.
 Observe involvement in labs and activities.
 Evaluate results in fitness testing.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning

Instructional Time: Approximately 10 Hours.


Shaping Attitudes and Behaviours
o Discuss the relationship of fitness to overall health. W, H,
E-1



Anatomy
o Discuss the major joints E-1
o

Discuss the movement principles and the role of skeletal
and muscular systems for posture E-1



Effects of Exercise and Training Principles
o Discuss muscular strength and muscular strength
programs E-1



Nutrition
o Calculate energy requirements. E-1. O
o



Weight control through diet and exercise. E-1. O

Life Management Skills and Wellness.
o Exercise as a coping mechanism. E-1. O
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Burden, Arlene, and Al Thomas. Secondary Physical Education Active Health Resource Book
Grades 8-12. Victoria: Queen's Printer for British Columbia, 1987. Print.
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Grade 8 Badminton
Introduction:
Badminton is an excellent learning activity for grade 8. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural
heritage. This unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying
rules, and learning how to compete and guiding students in responsible
decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Badminton involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in badminton.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in badminton is
God glorifying.
4. Physical activities including
badminton provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge,
and self-expression.

1. How can badminton, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of badminton?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Basic Badminton Rules
 The names of the parts of the
racquet
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into individual
and team play.
 What constitutes proper grip
 What constitutes proper ready
position.
 Key terms:
o Forehand, backhand, clear,
crosscourt, let,
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Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 Basic Strokes
o Forehand overhead
clear
o Forehand underarm
clear
o Underarm net shots
o Forehand underarm lob
shot
 Service strokes
o High serve
o Low serve
 Strategy (Singles)
o Court position
o Game play
 Strategy (Doubles)
o Court position
o Game play

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. W, H, E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of
strategy and tactics. E-2



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate strokes, serves,
strategy, using a variety of skill development drills/activities. E-2,
T



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how
all the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of
badminton. O



Review offensive and defensive tactics/ strokes. R



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material
keeping in mind for next year’s progression. R



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the
unit transfer that knowledge into a game setting. O



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

























5

Date: _________________
4

Exceptional

Very
Good

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
Talk and act with respect
towards others
Respect the skill level and views
of all
Include all and be willing to play
with others
Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
Modest and graceful in win or
loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Leadership
Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
Leads a group in warmup/activities
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3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders
to stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 8
Skill: Forehand overhead clear (stroke)
Criteria

Stance

Weight transfer

Throwing action

Contact point

Follow through

Performance Indicators
Does not meet expectations
1 Mark
Body is seldom turned to the
sideline so the non-racquet
shoulder points to the net. The
non-racquet arm is seldom
extended pointing to the
oncoming shuttle. The
racquet is seldom brought
straight back over the head
with the elbow flexed so that
the racquet face is between
the shoulder blades.
Weight is seldom transferred
from the back foot to the front
foot as contact is made.
The shuttle is seldom hit with a
throwing action above the
head with a straight arm on
impact
The shuttle is seldom
contacted directly overhead
with the racquet face angled
upward
After contact, the student
seldom steps with the racquet
foot to bring the racquet
completely across the body

Minimally meets expectations
2 Marks
Body is sometimes turned to
the sideline so the nonracquet shoulder points to the
net. The non-racquet arm is
seldom extended pointing to
the oncoming shuttle. The
racquet is seldom brought
straight back over the head
with the elbow flexed so that
the racquet face is between
the shoulder blades..
Weight is sometimes
transferred from the back foot
to the front foot as contact is
made.
The shuttle is sometimes hit
with a throwing action above
the head with a straight arm
on impact
The shuttle is sometimes
contacted directly overhead
with the racquet face angled
upward
After contact, the student
sometimes steps with the
racquet foot to bring the
racquet completely across the
body

Maximum Score: ________/20
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
Body is often turned to the
sideline so the non-racquet
shoulder points to the net. The
non-racquet arm is seldom
extended pointing to the
oncoming shuttle. The
racquet is seldom brought
straight back over the head
with the elbow flexed so that
the racquet face is between
the shoulder blades.

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
Body is always turned to the
sideline so the non-racquet
shoulder points to the net. The
non-racquet arm is seldom
extended pointing to the
oncoming shuttle. The
racquet is seldom brought
straight back over the head
with the elbow flexed so that
the racquet face is between
the shoulder blades.

Weight is often transferred
from the back foot to the front
foot as contact is made.

Weight is always transferred
from the back foot to the front
foot as contact is made.

The shuttle is s often hit with a
throwing action above the
head with a straight arm on
impact

The shuttle is always hit with a
throwing action above the
head with a straight arm on
impact
The shuttle is always
contacted directly overhead
with the racquet face angled
upward

The shuttle is often contacted
directly overhead with the
racquet face angled upward
After contact, the student
often steps with the racquet
foot to bring the racquet
completely across the body

After contact, the student
always steps with the racquet
foot to bring the racquet
completely across the body

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 8










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily

assessment Scale
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Grade 8: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Badminton
Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets
Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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Grade 9 Badminton
Introduction:
Badminton is an excellent learning activity for grade 9. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural
heritage. This unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying
rules, and learning how to compete and guiding students in responsible
decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Badminton involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in badminton.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in badminton is
God glorifying.
4. Physical activities including
badminton provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge,
and self-expression.

1. How can badminton, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of badminton?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 More detailed Badminton Rules
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into individual
and team play.
 How service placement affects a
rally
 Key terms:
o Drive, Frying Pan Grip, Lunge,
Trajectory, Transition

Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 Strokes
o Forehand slow drop shot
o Forehand smash
o Overhead net shots
o Drive
o Backhand underarm
clear
o Backhand underarm lob
 Service strokes
o Drive serve
 Strategy (Singles/ doubles)
o Service/ shot placement
 Strategy (Doubles)
o Court position (up and
back)
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Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Assess attitude and sportsmanship {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms. Assessment
could be done through a unit ending quiz. W, H, E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy and
tactics. R



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to give
them an opportunity to demonstrate strokes, serves, strategy, using a
variety of skill development drills/activities. E-2, T



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all the
elements are important to the strategy/tactics of badminton. O



Review offensive and defensive tactics/ strokes. R



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material keeping in
mind for next year’s progression. R



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the unit
transfer that knowledge into a game setting. T, O



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Sample Cognitive Evaluation Tool
P.E. Quiz – Grade 9
Badminton

Name:

1. How many games is a regular match?
2. Describe what happens if it is discovered that the server or receiver is on
the wrong side of the court at the beginning of the rally. (3 pts.)

3. What is “obstruction”? (2 pts.)

4. List 4 badminton etiquette “reminders” from the handout which apply
during game play. (4 pts.)

5. List 2 badminton etiquette “reminders” from the handout which apply to
the end of the match. (2 pts.)
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6. Use the number of the words from the word bank below to match the
definitions with the terms.
.

A point won on which a player totally misses the shuttle in a play
with his racquet.

.

A stroke hit diagonally from one side of the court to the other.

.

A hard overhead attacking stroke hit downward with great force.

.

The central area of the court approximately half way between the
net and the back of the boundary line.

.

A fast low shot which travels horizontally over the net.

.

A shot in which the shuttle drops downward and lands close to the
net on the opponent’s court.

.

The flight or path that the shuttle takes.

.

A fast downward shot that cannot be returned.

WORD BANK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trajectory
Deuce
Ace
Drive
Mid-court

6. Kill shot
7. Drop shot
8. Side arm
9. Smash
10. Passing Shot
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Blooper
Spike
Cross court
Home base
Deception

Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

























5

Date: _________________
4

Exceptional

Very
Good

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
Talk and act with respect
towards others
Respect the skill level and views
of all
Include all and be willing to play
with others
Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
Modest and graceful in win or
loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Leadership
Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
Leads a group in warmup/activities
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3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

Good

3

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym, and
other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class members;
provides encouragement and support; is respectful of class
members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium, and
other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to stay
on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or teacher
support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation and
effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9
Skill: Forehand Smash
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Hitting Position

Contact Point

Throwing

Follow through

Student’s body is seldom
well behind the shuttle.
Student’s racquet face is
seldom angled
downward.
Student’s elbow is
seldom extended.
Student seldom rotates
the upper arm forcefully
inward.
Student seldom adds
body rotation to add
force to the stroke.

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
Student’s body is
sometimes well behind
the shuttle.
Student’s racquet face is
sometimes angled
downward.
Student’s elbow is
sometimes extended.
Student sometimes
rotates the upper arm
forcefully inward.
Student sometimes adds
body rotation to add
force to the stroke.

Maximum Score: ______ /16
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student’s body is often
well behind the shuttle.

Student’s body is always
well behind the shuttle.

Student’s racquet face is
often angled downward.

Student’s racquet face is
always angled
downward.

Student’s elbow is often
extended. Student often
rotates the upper arm
forcefully inward.

Student’s elbow is always
extended. Student
always rotates the upper
arm forcefully inward.

Student often adds body
rotation to add force to
the stroke.

Student always adds
body rotation to add
force to the stroke.

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 9










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 9: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Badminton
Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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Grade 10 Badminton
Introduction:
Badminton is an excellent learning activity for grade 10. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural
heritage. This unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying
rules, and learning how to compete and guiding students in responsible
decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Badminton involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in badminton.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in badminton is
God glorifying.
4. Physical activities including
badminton provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge,
and self-expression.

1. How can badminton, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of badminton?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 More detailed Badminton Rules
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into individual
and team play.
 How service placement affects a
rally
 Key terms:
o Drive, Frying Pan Grip, Lunge,
Trajectory, Transition


The responsibilities and roles of each
official.

Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 Strokes
o Forehand overhead
clear
o Forehand Fast drop shot
o Backhand overhead
clear
o Overhead Backhand
drop
o Backhand smash
o Round the head clear
 Service strokes
o Flick serve
 Strategy (Singles/ doubles)
o Game play
 Strategy (Doubles)
o Game play
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Be a competent part of the
officiating team (umpire,
referee, linesman)

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Assess attitude and sportsmanship {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms. Assessment
could be done through a unit ending quiz. W, H, E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy and
tactics. R



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to give
them an opportunity to demonstrate strokes, serves, strategy, using a
variety of skill development drills/activities.E-2, T



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all the
elements are important to the strategy/tactics of badminton. O



Review offensive and defensive tactics/ strokes. R



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material keeping in
mind for next year’s progression. R



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the unit
transfer that knowledge into a game setting. T, O



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

4

Exceptional

Very
Good

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities








Date: _________________
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3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom,
gym, and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating
confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class
members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs
reminders to stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude,
participation and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and
safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others






Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class





5

Outstanding;
Excellent










4

Good











3

Satisfactory;
Average










2

1

Needs attention; Poor

Very poor;
unprepared
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 10
Skill: Service strokes: Flick Serve

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Contact point

Contact

Trajectory

Student seldom
contacts the shuttle at
thigh height just in front
of the leading foot
Student seldom uses
the wrist snap to cause
the flicking action of
the serve
Trajectory of the serve
is seldom low enough
to prevent a smash
return

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student sometimes
contacts the shuttle at
thigh height just in front
of the leading foot

Student often contacts
the shuttle at thigh
height just in front of
the leading foot

Student always
contacts the shuttle at
thigh height just in front
of the leading foot

Student sometimes
uses the wrist snap to
cause the flicking
action of the serve

Student often uses the
wrist snap to cause the
flicking action of the
serve

Student always uses
the wrist snap to cause
the flicking action of
the serve

Trajectory of the serve
is sometimes low
enough to prevent a
smash return

Trajectory of the serve
is often low enough to
prevent a smash return

Trajectory of the serve
is always low enough
to prevent a smash
return

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade10










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Badminton
Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:

BLANK TEMPLATE

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: _______
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 8 Basketball
Introduction:
Basketball is an excellent learning activity for grade 8. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cooperation and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. This unit emphasizes refining
skills, learning tactics, applying rules, and learning how to compete and
guiding students in responsible decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings
Students will understand that:
 There are short-term and longterm spiritual, physical and
emotional benefits of regular
participation in physical activity.
 There are basic related
offensive and defensive
strategies

Demonstrating safety practices
during physical activity is
appropriate to minimizing the
risk of injury.

Participation in physical activity
should reflect these
characteristics: humility, love,
joy, cooperation and servanthood. “But encourage one
another daily, as long as it is
called today, so that none of
you may be hardened by sin’s
deceitfulness.” (Hebrews 3: 13)

Essential Questions







How can basketball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
What are basic offensive and
defensive strategies?
What are specific behaviours
that will minimize the risk of
injury to self and others in
physical activity?
What does it mean to
participate in an activity in a
spirit of cooperation, and
appropriate behaviours?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Basic Basketball Rules.






Skills: Students will be able to execute:

the basic rules and tactics into
team play.
What constitutes proper ball
control.
More details about basketball
positions.
Key Terms:
o Offensive & defensive fouls/
technical & flagrant
fouls/man to man
defense/forward & reverse
pivot
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Defense skills:
 Proper footwork, body
positioning
 Man defense
Offense:
 speed dribble with both hands
 chest and bounce pass
 proper shooting technique.
 Layups – dominant hand, and
introduce non-dominant hand
Team Play:
 different roles on the court
(Guard/forward)
 a basic understanding of the
basic rules of the game – travel,
fouls, restarts

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities
Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of
strategy and tactics. R



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate dribbling, passing
and shooting the basketball using a variety of skill development
drills/activities. R, E-2



Introduce passing drills: Focusing on chest and bounce passing.
E



Review skills: Passing, shooting, dribbling. E



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how
all the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of
basketball. H



Review offensive and defensive tactics: Including some 1 on 1
drills; 2 on 1 drills etc... R



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material
keeping in mind next year’s progression. R, W



Practice restarts (Start of game, quarters, side-outs, fouls) E



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the
unit transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W
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Daily Participation Evaluation

Attitude

Hit Target
 Willing to listen and cooperate
 Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner

Follow Rules

 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and facilities
Participation

Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

 Full participation, gets a good workout
 Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
 Self-motivated
 Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities







Miss Target
Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
Don't care about rules
Careless use of equipment and
facilities

 Off-task, Goofing around
 Inconsistent effort
 Needs outside motivation
 Negative words and actions
toward others
 Intimidating and bullying others
 Excluding others
 Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
 Not cooperating with others
 Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
 Cheating
 Does not take ownership
 Lacks self-control, disruptive
 Not self-directed

5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a Self starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

























5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
Talk and act with respect
towards others
Respect the skill level and views
of all
Include all and be willing to play
with others
Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
Modest and graceful in win or
loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Leadership
Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"





5

Outstanding; Excellent










4

Good











3

Satisfactory;
Average






2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared
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Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom,
gym, and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating
confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class
members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders
to stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class

SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 8
Skill: Chest and Bounce Pass

Criteria

Performance Indicators

Chest and Bounce Pass

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
Chest

Student seldom performs a
straight, two hand pass to
the receivers chest (Force is
directed forward)

Bounce

Student seldom passes with
a bounce pass that is 2/3 of
the way in the direction of
the receiver. Pass should be
received at waist height.
(Force is directed down)

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
Student sometimes
performs a straight, two
hand pass to the receivers
chest (Force is directed
forward)
Student sometimes passes
with a bounce pass that is
2/3 of the way in the
direction of the receiver.
Pass should be received at
waist height. (Force is
directed down)

Maximum Score: ________/8
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student often performs a
straight, two hand pass to
the receivers chest (Force is
directed forward)

Student always performs a
straight, two hand pass to
the receivers chest (Force is
directed forward)

Student often passes with a
bounce pass that is 2/3 of
the way in the direction of
the receiver. Pass should be
received at waist height.
(Force is directed down)

Student always passes with
a bounce pass that is 2/3 of
the way in the direction of
the receiver. Pass should be
received at waist height.
(Force is directed down)

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 8










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily

assessment Scale
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Grade 8: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: BASKETBALL
Name: _________________________

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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Grade 9 Basketball
Introduction:
Basketball is an excellent learning activity for grade 9. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cooperation and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. This unit emphasizes refining
skills, learning tactics, applying rules, and learning how to compete and
guiding students in responsible decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:
 There are short-term and longterm spiritual, physical and
emotional benefits of regular
participation in physical activity.
 There are basic related
offensive and defensive
strategies

Demonstrating safety practices
during physical activity is
appropriate to minimizing the
risk of injury.

Participation in physical activity
should reflect these
characteristics: humility, love,
joy, cooperation and servanthood. “But encourage one
another daily, as long as it is
called today, so that none of
you may be hardened by sin’s
deceitfulness.” (Hebrews 3: 13)








How can basketball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
What are basic offensive and
defensive strategies?
What are specific behaviours
that will minimize the risk of injury
to self and others in physical
activity?
What does it mean to
participate in an activity in a
spirit of cooperation, and
appropriate behaviours?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

 Offensive and defensive
tactics. Understand zone and
man defense
 Different offensive (3-2, 4-1)and
defensive strategies (zone,
man)
 Basic rules of the game
(bonus/technical fouls)
 Key Terms:
o Bonus/Zone
defense/jumpshot/cuts/

Skills: Students will be able to:
Defense:
 Defend both in a man to man
defense and zone defense.
Offense:






Team Play:
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Refine their passing skills –
chest, bounce, overhand
Shoot with proper technique.
(Free throw, jump shot, off the
dribble, layups)
Execute Fakes
Understand different roles on
the court (Guard/forward)
Understand rules of the game
– fouls

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Assess attitude and sportsmanship {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout with an emphasis on moving to strategies and
tactics (Away from rule based) Handout should deal with proper skill
technique. Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy and
tactics. R



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to give
them an opportunity to demonstrate dribbling, passing and shooting
the basketball using a variety of skill development drills/activities. R,
E-2



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all the
elements are important to the strategy/tactics of basketball. H



Review man and zone defensive tactics R, E-2, W



Practice different offensive systems (3-2, 4-1 etc.) Students should
also participate in a variety of roles on the team. R, T



Practice restarts (Start of game, quarters, side-outs, fouls) E



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the unit
transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W
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Sample Cognitive Evaluation Tool
Physical Education
Grade 9
Basketball Test

Name:
Date:
Block:

1. Define the following terms (10 points)
fake:
man to man:
post:
screen:
transition:

2. What are the similarities and differences in the “jab and go” technique
and
the “jab and crossover” technique? (4 points)

3. On the court below, diagram the 2-1-2 offensive alignment. Label the
positions. (5 points)
4. On the court below, diagram the correct free throw alignment for the
players from both teams. Use X’s and O’s. (5 points)
TOTAL

24
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention;
Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is respectful
of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9
Skill: Overhand Layups
Criteria

Set-up

Execution

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Student seldom has both
hands on the ball
Student is seldom square to
target. (Student is driving
towards the basket)
Student seldom has proper
foot work (Travelling & take
off foot cannot be same as
shooting hand)
Student seldom lays the ball
softly against the
backboard.

Student sometimes has
both hands on the ball

Student often has both
hands on the ball

Student always has both
hands on the ball

Student is sometimes
square to target

Student is often square to
target

Student is always square to
target

Student sometimes has
proper foot work

Student often has proper
foot work

Student always has proper
foot work

Student sometimes lays the
ball softly against the
backboard.

Student often lays the ball
softly against the
backboard.

Student always lays the ball
softly against the
backboard.

Maximum Score: ______/16
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9
Skill: Shooting
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Student is trying to
Student usually
One hand
release the ball with
releases the ball with
one hand and is
one hand
moderately successful
Student sometimes
Student seldom uses
Student often uses legs
uses legs to generate
Use legs for
their legs to generate
to generate power;
power; does not
power
power; uses all arm
arm is used to channel
completely rely on arm
strength
that power
strength
Upon release the
Upon release the
Upon release the
trajectory of the ball is
Arc and
trajectory of the ball is
trajectory of the ball is
sometimes flat,
followoften in an arc; there is
very flat; there is little or
sometimes in an arc;
through
often back spin on the
no back spin
there is some back spin
ball
on the ball
Maximum Score: ________/12
Student shoots with
two hands involved
with the release
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Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Student always
releases the ball with
one hand
Student always uses
leg power when
shooting
Upon release the
trajectory of the ball is
always in an arc; there
is always back spin on
the ball

SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9
Skill: Ball Handling
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Change of
pace

Front cross over

Court Vision

Dominant/
Non-dominant
hand

Student seldom changes
speed (fast to slow, slow
to fast ie. Stutter step)

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES
Student sometimes
changes speed (fast to
slow, slow to fast ie.
Stutter step)

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Student often changes
speed (fast to slow, slow
to fast ie. Stutter step)

Student always changes
speed (fast to slow, slow
to fast ie. Stutter step)

Student seldom changes
ball from one hand to
the other. (Executed in
front of player)

Student sometimes
changes ball from one
hand to another.
(Executed in front of
player)

Student often changes
ball from one hand to
another. (Executed in
front of player)

Student always changes
ball from one hand to
another. (Executed in
front of player)

Student sees only the
court immediately in
front of them and the
ball

Student will occasionally
raise his head and see
beyond the ball

Student regularly sees
the court and takes note
of other players

Student almost never
looks at the ball, sees the
court and other players

Student only ever
dribbles with the
dominant hand

Student will sometimes
use the non-dominant
hand, but only in single
dribbles (during crossovers)

Student can dribble
more than once with the
non-dominant hand
without losing their
dribble

Student can dribble
almost as well with nondominant hand as with
dominant

Maximum Score: ________/16
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 9










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily

assessment Scale
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Grade 9: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Basketball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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Grade 10 Basketball
Introduction:
Basketball is an excellent learning activity for grade 10. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cooperation and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. This unit emphasizes refining
skills, learning tactics, applying rules, and learning how to compete and
guiding students in responsible decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:
 There are short-term and longterm spiritual, physical and
emotional benefits of regular
participation in physical activity.
 There are basic related
offensive and defensive
strategies

Demonstrating safety practices
during physical activity is
appropriate to minimizing the
risk of injury.

Participation in physical activity
should reflect these
characteristics: humility, love,
joy, cooperation and servanthood. “But encourage one
another daily, as long as it is
called today, so that none of
you may be hardened by sin’s
deceitfulness.” (Hebrews 3: 13)








How can basketball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
What are basic offensive and
defensive strategies?
What are specific behaviours
that will minimize the risk of injury
to self and others in physical
activity?
What does it mean to
participate in an activity in a
spirit of cooperation, and
appropriate behaviours?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Skills: Students will be able to:

 Individual and team defensive
strategies.
 Understand different team
defensive and offensive systems.
 Man to man defense, help-side
defense, double team
 Know different roles on the court
(Point, shooting guard, small
forward etc.)
 How to be officials
 Key Terms:
o Boxing out/ball side &
weak
side/guards/posts/crossover
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Defense:
 Individual defense – boxing out/
stealing/ overplaying/forcing your
opponent
 Continue to develop zone and
man defense. Ball side/Weak side,
Double Team.
Offense:
 Individual offense – cuts
(backdoor, V cuts etc..) fakes
 While dribbling change speed,
front and behind cross-over
 Play in different offensive systems
Team Play:
 Understand how to officiate and
score-keep

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Assess attitude and sportsmanship {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on strategies and tactics (Away from rule based)
Handout should deal with strategies and tactics. Assessment could
be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy and
tactics. R



Focus should be positional play including different formations (4-4-2,
4-2-4) R



Review skills: Dribbling, Shooting, Heading, Passing, trapping,
dribbling – faking, tackling. E-1



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all the
elements are important to the strategy/tactics of soccer. H



Focus should be on the interaction and responsibilities of the
defensive backs amongst the team. E-1, R



Continue to emphasize the role of the goalie. W, R



Continue to work on ball control – especially trapping, sole, and
instep. E-1, R, E-2



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material keeping in
mind for next year’s progression. R, W



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the unit
transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W



Little emphasis should be given to small play games but more on full
field games – which will help reinforce team positional play and
different soccer formations. W, R, T, O



In order for students to gain a deeper understanding of soccer –
students will become involved in the officiating process. W, E-1



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 10
Skill: Dribbling

Criteria

Change of pace

Front cross over

Behind the back
dribble

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
Student seldom
changes speed (fast to
slow, slow to fast i.e.
Stutter step)

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
Student sometimes
changes speed (fast to
slow, slow to fast i.e.
Stutter step)

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks
Student often changes
speed (fast to slow,
slow to fast i.e. Stutter
step)

Student seldom
changes ball from one
hand to the other.
(Executed in front of
player)

Student sometimes
changes ball from one
hand to another.
(Executed in front of
player)

Student often changes
ball from one hand to
another. (Executed in
front of player)

Student always
changes ball from one
hand to another.
(Executed in front of
player)

Student seldom
changes ball from one
hand to the other
(Executed behind
player)

Student sometimes
changes ball from one
hand to another
(Executed behind
player)

Student often changes
ball from one hand to
another (Executed
behind player)

Student always
changes ball from one
hand to another
(Executed behind
player)

Maximum Score: ________/12
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Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
Student always
changes speed (fast to
slow, slow to fast i.e.
Stutter step)

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade10










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Basketball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
TEMPLATE

BLANK

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 8-10 Rhythmic and Creative Dance
Introduction:
Dance, or rhythmic movement, is an excellent learning activity for grade 8 – 10
students. As Christian educators, it is important for us to prepare our students for a life
of physical health and wellness by introducing them to a variety of dance activities
that they can participate in beyond the classroom. In addition to team, dual and
individual sports, dance is a skill testing and (often) aerobically challenging activity
that rounds out the Physical Education curriculum. It has long been a challenging and
enjoyable way to exercise, to socially interact with others, and to artistically and
dramatically interpret music.
This unit emphasizes the introduction of skills, and the development of a student’s
ability to apply individual, dual and team movement concepts to a number of
different dance types.
Through guided discovery, this activity provides students with an environment in which
they give a creative response to a creative prompt or stimulus (usually music with
varying beat, tempo and rhythmic pattern).
Given some of the historic and contemporary cultural abuses of this activity, the
instructor must be sure to provide a safe environment in which to dance in. This must
include clear guidelines and boundaries for behavior and expression, with the focus
on celebrating all honest and appropriate responses by students as successful
attempts to move skillfully and creatively.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:
 Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them to attain and
maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
 Understand how one’s body is created and is to be maintained.
 Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and care for their bodies
so they can serve God and others, and to value and care for the creation in which
they live.
 Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for life.
 Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for participating productively,
safely, and responsibly in a range of physical activities.
 Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of Christian life.
 Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect, responsibility, leadership, and
persistence.
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Understandings
Students will understand that:
1. Dance is a community-based
recreational opportunity that
can be used to develop a
personal functional level of
physical fitness.
2. Individual and group skills should
be applied to the activity of
dance.
3. The skill components of dance
should be analyzed.
4. Regular, intense participation is
important. Taking the time to
plan encourages a safe
environment.
5. Demonstrating Christian attitude
and character while
participating in dance is Godglorifying.

Essential Questions

1. How can I develop and

maintain a personal functional
level of physical fitness?
2. How can efficient and
effective movement skills and
concepts be demonstrated
and analyzed in a variety of
dances?
3. To what extent is regular,
intense participation
important? How does planning
affect the safety of the learning
environment?
4. How can I develop Christian
attitudes and behaviours that
glorify God and show respect
for other participants?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge:
Students will know:
 How to perform the following dance
skills effectively and appropriately:
o Sequences of movement
o Synchronization with
partner or group timing
(on beat)
o Posture
o Start and finish positions
o Specific dance
movements (eg. turns,
steps)
o Pathways/lines of dance
 Students must consider space,
levels, time, force and body
movements (locomotor, nonlocomotor, and manipulative).
 How to work with others through
the following group behaviours:
o Co-operation
o Listening actively to one
another
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Skills:
Students will be able to:
 Demonstrate effective and
appropriate dance skills
according to the criteria listed
under key knowledge
 Cooperate with others, working
together to perform a group
dance
 Design and present an original
dance (1 min – 3 min) combining
one or more of: jazz, ballet,
contemporary, hip hop.
 Students learn a completely
choreographed dance
sequence and perform as a
group.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting, there are a number of methods to assess
physical activity. These methods should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflect on respectful activity-specific behaviours {Teacher & Student
Journal Entries}
 Evaluate individual and group skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing, specific feedback should be given by the teacher
regarding:
o Skills
o Participation
o Behaviour
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: 6-12 hours











Introduce the expectations for Dance. H, O
o For video clips see PHE Canada for examples:
http://www.phecanada.ca/programs/dance/dance-resources
o handout
Begin every class with an activity specific warm-up that is student or teacher
directed. W, E-1
Use a handout, a video, and/or an on floor demonstration to introduce
dance movements and steps W, E-1
o On floor demonstration can be led by an expert guest instructor
o Regardless of the dance, the following skill concepts should be
explored:
 Posture
 Step patterns
 Hip movement
 Upper body movement
 Hand placement
 Head movement
 Facial expression
Allow ample time for questions and discussion. R
Explore a variety of dances that provide students with an opportunity to
implement new knowledge and develop individual skills in varied settings. T,
E-1, R
o Square dance, aerobic dance, interpretive dance, dance drama,
thematic dance, social dances, folk, square, traditional, ballroom
and theatrical.
Provide regular, meaningful, and specific feedback while the students are
engaged in a variety of game situations. T
Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Demonstration of skills through group performance
o Demonstration of Christian values, personal & social responsibility
o Demonstration of activity specific fitness
o Written test
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Date: _________________
Hit Target
























5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and
cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game
rules
Proper care of equipment
and facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a
good workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
Talk and act with respect
towards others
Respect the skill level and
views of all
Include all and be willing to
play with others
Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
Encourage, compliment,
and congratulate others
Modest and graceful in win
or loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Leadership
Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
Leads a group in warmup/activities
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4
Very Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

WARM-UP LEADERSHIP RUBRIC
Name:
Criteria

Level 1
Occasionally

Takes responsibility for his/her
own work.
Shows initiative during
assignment by leading and
providing instruction and
feedback
Includes all of the necessary
components: Static &
Dynamic
Teacher Comments:
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Level 2
Sometimes

Level 3
Consistently

Level 4
Almost
Always

Grade 8-10 Physical Education

Name: _________________________
Summative Assessment of Personal & Social Responsibility and Christian Values
Application
Christian
Values

Activity
Specific
Fitness

Personal &
Social
Responsibility

Grade

Level 1
Rarely
demonstrates
humility and
care for others

Level 2
Occasional
demonstration
of humility and
care for others

Performs the
strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands in a
poor manner

Performs the
strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands in a
satisfactory
manner
Rarely
Occasionally
interacts in a
interacts in a
positive
positive
manner with
manner with
peers, shows
peers, shows
leadership,
leadership,
demonstrates demonstrates
sportsmanship, sportsmanship,
and in
and shows a
showing a
good effort in
good effort in
every class
every class
<5

5-6
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Level 3
Consistent
demonstration
of humility and
care for others

Able to
perform the
strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands
Generally
interacts in a
positive
manner with
peers, shows
leadership,
demonstrates
good
sportsmanship,
and shows a
good effort in
every class
7-8

Level 4
Demonstrates
a willingness
to put others
interests
ahead of their
own; strives to
use their gifts
to benefit
others
Excels at
performing
the strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands
Consistently
interacts in a
positive
manner with
peers, shows
leadership,
demonstrates
good
sportsmanship,
and shows an
exceptional
effort in every
class
9 – 10
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Grade 8-10 Fitness
Introduction:
The importance of physical fitness cannot be emphasized enough. In today’s
society that is moving towards a more sedentary lifestyle, there is a greater
need than ever to increase the daily activity level to maintain fitness. Regular
exercise will also improve muscle strength, increase joint flexibility and improve
endurance.
Fitness activities include aerobics, aqua aerobics, cardio training, circuit
training, core strength/stability training, cycling, Pilates, strength training,
walking & jogging.
Activities will depend on local setting as well as previous skills students have
acquired.
1 Cor. 3: 16, 17 – “Don’t you know that you yourselves are God’s temple and
that God’s spirit lives in you? If anyone destroys God’s temple, God will destroy
him, for God’s temple is sacred, and you are that temple.”

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:
 Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them to attain and
maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
 Understand how one’s body is created and is to be maintained.
 Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and care for their
bodies so they can serve God and others, and to value and care for the
creation in which they live.
 Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for life.
 Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for participating
productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of physical activities.
 Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of Christian life.
 Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect, responsibility,
leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings
Essential Questions
Students will understand that:
1. Positive decision making
1. Why is physical fitness
important?
about fitness contributes to a
2.
How do you maintain
healthy lifestyle.
physical fitness?
2. There is a correlation between
3. How do you measure one’s
regular exercise and physical
physical fitness, and how
fitness.
can goal setting influence
3. Fitness activities provide a
health and fitness in my life?
4. How can fitness be used to
variety of opportunities for
promote life-long wellness?
enjoyment, social interaction,
challenge and self-expression.
4. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in fitness is Godglorifying.

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge:
Students will know:
 The five health related fitness
components: (cardiovascular
endurance, muscular
endurance, muscle strength,
flexibility and body
composition).
 The 6 skill related fitness
components: (Balance, agility,
power, reaction time, speed
and coordination).
 FITT principle
 Principles underlying fitness
program (frequency, overload,
duration, specificity,
progression, monitoring,
effects, adaptability,
overtraining and reversibility,
maintenance, goal setting).
 How to consider the safety
risks/guidelines of creating a
fitness circuit
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Skills:
Students will be able to:
 Create a fitness program for
themselves with specific goals
and monitor to see if goals are
met.
 Participate actively in circuit
training.
 Create and lead an original
circuit.

Activities will vary according to local
setting as well as previous skills
students have acquired.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting, there are a number of methods to assess
physical activity. These methods should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflect on respectful activity-specific behaviours {Teacher & Student
Journal Entries}
 Evaluate individual and group skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing, specific feedback should be given by the teacher
regarding:
o Skills
o Participation
o Behaviour
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: 6-12 hours










Introduce the expectations for fitness. H, O
o handout
Begin every class with an activity specific warm-up that is student or teacher
directed. W, E-1
Use a handout, a video, and/or an on floor demonstration to introduce
fitness movements and or circuits. W, E-1
o On floor demonstration can be led by an expert guest instructor
Allow ample time for questions and discussion. R
Explore a variety of activities that provide students with an opportunity to
implement and develop individual skills in varied settings. T, E-1, R
o Different activities for targeting legs, core, upper body etc…
o Different activities for cardio exercise (running, rowing, biking etc...)
o Different strength training exercises (using body weight, free weights,
weight machines)
Provide regular, meaningful, and specific feedback while the students are
engaged in a variety of activities. T
Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Demonstration of skills through performance
o Demonstration of Christian values, personal & social responsibility
o Demonstration of activity specific fitness
o Written test

There are hundreds of inexpensive adaptations to fitness circuit training. Some equipment can be
purchased to help facilitate fitness stations (i.e. Dumbbells, skipping ropes, medicine balls etc…)
If you are planning on using strength training equipment make sure that students are supervised
and using equipment in a safe manner.
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Date: _________________
Hit Target

























5
Exceptio
nal

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game
rules
Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
Talk and act with respect
towards others
Respect the skill level and
views of all
Include all and be willing to
play with others
Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
Modest and graceful in win or
loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Leadership
Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
Leads a group in warmup/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

WARM-UP LEADERSHIP RUBRIC
Name:
Criteria

Level 1
Occasionally

Takes responsibility for
his/her own work.
Shows initiative during
assignment by leading and
providing instruction and
feedback
Includes all of the necessary
components: Static &
Dynamic
Teacher Comments:
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Level 2
Sometimes

Level 3
Consistently

Level 4
Almost
Always

Grade 8-10 Physical Education

Name: _________________________
Summative Assessment of Personal & Social Responsibility and Christian Values
Application
Christian
Values

Activity
Specific
Fitness

Personal &
Social
Responsibility

Grade

Level 1
Rarely
demonstrates
humility and
care for others

Level 2
Occasional
demonstration
of humility and
care for others

Performs the
strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands in a
poor manner

Performs the
strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands in a
satisfactory
manner
Rarely
Occasionally
interacts in a
interacts in a
positive
positive
manner with
manner with
peers, shows
peers, shows
leadership,
leadership,
demonstrates demonstrates
sportsmanship, sportsmanship,
and in
and shows a
showing a
good effort in
good effort in
every class
every class
<5

5-6
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Level 3
Consistent
demonstration
of humility and
care for others

Able to
perform the
strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands
Generally
interacts in a
positive
manner with
peers, shows
leadership,
demonstrates
good
sportsmanship,
and shows a
good effort in
every class
7-8

Level 4
Demonstrates
a willingness
to put others
interests
ahead of their
own; strives to
use their gifts
to benefit
others
Excels at
performing
the strength,
endurance
and flexibility
tasks that the
activity
demands
Consistently
interacts in a
positive
manner with
peers, shows
leadership,
demonstrates
good
sportsmanship,
and shows an
exceptional
effort in every
class
9 – 10
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Basic Endurance Circuit
Warm up with 10 to 15 minutes of easy jogging, swimming or cycling, and then perform
the following exercises in order. Move quickly from exercise to exercise, but do not
perform the exercises themselves too quickly (do not sacrifice good form just to get
them done in a hurry).
1. Run 400 metres at current 5k race pace (if you're a swimmer, swim 100 metres at
high intensity; if you're a cyclist pedal for 1600 metres at a high rate of speed)
2. Do 5 chin-ups
3. Complete 36 abdominal crunches
4. Perform 15 squat thrusts with jumps (burpees)
5. Do 15 press-ups
6. Complete 30 body-weight squats (fast)
7. Run 400 metres at 5k pace again (if you're a swimmer or cyclist, see step 1)
8. Do 12 squat and dumbbell presses (with 10-pound dumbbells)
9. Complete 10 feet-elevated press-ups
10. Perform 36 low-back extensions
11. Do 15 bench dips
12. Complete 15 lunges with each leg
13. Run 400 metres at 5k pace again (if you are a swimmer or cyclist, see step 1)
14. Repeat steps 2 to 13 one more time (for two circuits in all), and then cool down
with about 15 minutes of light jogging, swimming, or cycling.
Once your fitness and strength have increased so much that the above circuit sessions
are no longer challenging, you can then move on to a more challenging circuit
workout, as follows :
Warm up with two miles of easy running, and then perform the following exercises in
order. Move quickly from exercise to exercise, but do not perform the exercises
themselves too quickly (do not sacrifice good form just to get them done in a hurry).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Run 400 metres at 5k race pace
Complete 8 high bench step ups with jumps
Do 6 plyometric press ups
Perform 3 series of the 6 way lunge with arm drop
Complete 8 reps of the hanging scissors plus double knee raise
Do 12 one leg squats with hops
Perform 8 prone trunk extensions with arm raises
Run 400 metres at 5k race pace
Repeat steps 2 to 8 once more (for two circuits in all), and then cool down with 2
miles of easy ambling.
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Half Marathon Circuit
Warm up with two miles of easy running, follow with some stretching routines and then
perform the following activities in order. Move quickly from exercise to exercise, but
don't perform the exercises themselves too quickly (do not sacrifice good form just to
get them done in a hurry).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5 x 100 metres at close to top speed, with short recoveries
Run one mile at your goal half-marathon velocity
Complete 20 squat thrusts with jumps (burpees)
Do 70 abdominal crunches
Perform 20 lunges with each leg, with your no lunging foot on a step or platform
which is about six inches off the ground.
6. Carry out 70 low back extensions
7. Do 20 press-ups
8. Complete 15 one leg squats with your right leg and then 15 more with your left
9. Run one mile at goal half marathon velocity
10. Carry out 30 bench dips
11. Complete 15 high bench step ups with each leg
12. Jump 100 times in place, getting your propulsive force from your ankles, not your
knees, and carrying out the last 30 jumps at an especially quick tempo (for all
100 jumps, don't try for great height - your feet should only come off the ground
a few inches; what you're really looking for is quick reaction with the ground, I,
minimised ground contact times)
13. Carry out 30 cross body leg swings with each leg. To do these, lean slightly
forward with your hands on a wall (or other support) and your full body weight on
your left leg. Then, swing your right leg to the left in front of your body, pointing
your toes upward as your foot reaches its farthest point of motion. After this,
swing your right leg back to the right as far as comfortably possible, again
pointing your toes up as your foot reaches it final point of movement. Repeat this
overall motion 30 times before performing 30 reps with your left leg
14. Run one mile at goal half-marathon velocity
15. Repeat steps 3 to 14 one more time (for two circuits in all), and then cool down
with two miles of light jogging
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Marathon Circuit
Warm up with two miles of easy running, follow with some stretching routines and then
perform the following activities in order. Move quickly from exercise to exercise, but
don't perform the exercises themselves too quickly (do not sacrifice good form just to
get them done in a hurry).
1. Run 800 metres at what feels like 10K intensity
2. Complete 15 burpees (squat thrusts with jumps)
3. Perform 12 press ups
4. Do 12 one leg squats with each leg
5. Run 800 metres at a little faster than marathon speed
6. Carry out 50 abdominal crunches
7. Complete 12 lunges with each leg
8. Perform 50 low back extensions
9. Run 800 metres at a little faster than goal marathon speed
10. Do 12 feet elevated press ups
11. Do 15 bench dips
12. Carry out 12 high bench step ups
13. Run 1600 metres at a little faster than goal marathon speed
14. Repeat steps 2 to 13 twice more (for three circuits in all)
15. Cool down with two miles of easy running
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Grade 9/10 Lacrosse
Introduction:
Lacrosse is an excellent learning activity for grades 9-10. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural
heritage. This unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying
rules, and learning how to compete and guiding students in responsible
decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Lacrosse involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in lacrosse.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in lacrosse is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
lacrosse provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self expression.

1. How can lacrosse, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of lacrosse?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Basic lacrosse rules
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into team
play.
 Key terms:
o Cradling, scoop, roll and
scoop, dodging, screen and
roll, double team,

Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 pickups:
o scoop, roll and scoop
 Catching:
o Standing, running, being
checked, looking back
 Passing:
o Standing, running, lob,
over the shoulder,
bounce
 Shooting:
o Positioning, overhand,
side arm, bounce,
accuracy
 Basic offensive and defensive
patterns:
o Screens/give an go/ fast
break/help/double
team
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Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of
strategy and tactics. R, E-2, T



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate offensive and
defensive skills and strategies. E-2



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how
all the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of
lacrosse. H



The principles of fair play, sportsmanship, cooperation and the
joy of play should be emphasized. W



Cradling, and receiving drills – ensure students can catch and
cradle with multiple techniques. Students should practice the
ability to shoot a variety of ways, with speed, and accuracy.
E-1, R, T



Review offensive and defensive tactics: Including some 1 on 1
drills; 2 on 1 drills etc...R, E-2



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the
unit transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention;
Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is respectful
of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Passing: Accuracy

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Stationary Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Running Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Lob Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Bounce Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction

Maximum Score: ________/16
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Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Shooting

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Body is sometimes
square to the target.

Body is often square
to the target.

Body is always
square to the target.

Follow-through

Body seldom faces
lead foot and stick
seldom faces the
desired target

Body sometimes
faces lead foot and
stick seldom faces
the desired target

Body often faces
lead foot and stick
seldom faces the
desired target

Body always faces
lead foot and stick
seldom faces the
desired target

Shot Accuracy

Shot seldom goes to
intended target

Shot is sometimes in
the intended target

Shot is often in the
intended target

Shot is always in the
intended target

Set-up

Body is seldom
square to the target.
(Foot opposite your
upper hand should
step forward)

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Goaltending – technique

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Set-up

Positioning

Distribution

Body is seldom
square to the target.
(Foot opposite your
upper hand should
step forward)

Student is seldom
ready to catch,
block shots,
including giving the
shooter a poor
shooting angle.
Necessary pickup
and passing skills are
seldom present

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Body is sometimes
square to the target.

Body is often square
to the target.

Body is always
square to the target.

Student is sometimes
ready to catch,
block shots,
including giving the
shooter a poor
shooting angle.
Necessary pickup
and passing skills are
sometimes present

Student is often
ready to catch,
block shots,
including giving the
shooter a poor
shooting angle.
Necessary pickup
and passing skills are
often present

Student is always
ready to catch,
block shots,
including giving the
shooter a poor
shooting angle.
Necessary pickup
and passing skills are
always present

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:









The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 9/10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Lacrosse
Name: _________________________

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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Grade 8 Soccer
Introduction:
Soccer is an excellent learning activity for grades 8. The game combines
fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to demonstrate
safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural heritage. This
unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying rules, and learning
how to compete and guiding students in responsible decision making
and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Soccer involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in soccer.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in soccer is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
soccer provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1. How can soccer, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of soccer?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Basic soccer rules
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into team
play.
 What constitutes proper ball control,
heading and tackling techniques.
 More details about soccer positions
 Key terms:
o Bunching, Charging, Free
Kick, Dribbling, Foul, Instep,
Offside, Tackle,
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Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 Pass:
 Short/Long/Shooting
 Ball Control (Dribbling)
 Heading
 Tackling (Front/Side)
 Restarts:
o Start/Corner Kick/Throw
in
 Goal Keeping:
o Catching/Distribution
 Team Play
o Forwards/Midfields/Defe
nse

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities
Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of
strategy and tactics. R



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate dribbling, passing
and shooting the soccer ball using a variety of skill
development drills/activities. R, E-2



Introduce passing drills: Focusing on short and long passing and
shooting (Instep/Inside of foot). Focus also on give & go’s and
thru ball. E



Review skills: Passing, trapping, dribbling – faking, tackling. E



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how
all the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of soccer.
H



Review offensive and defensive tactics: Including some 1 on 1
drills; 2 on 1 drills etc... R



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material
keeping in mind for next year’s progression. R, W



Practice offensive and defensive restarts (Start of game, corner
kicks, throw ins. E



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the
unit transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W

Possible games could include:
o 1 on 1, 2 on 2, 6 on 6 etc...
o 4 corner soccer
o 2 ball soccer


Assess student learning through the following:
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Sample Cognitive Information Tool

LEVEL 1
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Level 1
Soccer – The Game
The playing area of the game is called the soccer field or “pitch”. There are
2 teams of 11 players each on the field at one time. One major official (the
referee) regulates the game assisted by 2 minor officials (the linesmen). The
players control and move the ball with their feet, legs and head. Arms and
hands may only be used by the goalkeepers. The game is normally played in
two 45 minute halves, with a 5 – 10 minute interval, but shorter periods are often
used for younger players. The object of the game is to propel the ball into the
opponent’s goal. A game is won when the playing time has ended and one
team has scored more goals than its opponent.
The game is started by the toss of a coin to determine which side of the field
the toss-winning team will have. The other team receives the first kickoff.
The History of Soccer
The origins of soccer can be traced back to ancient Rome, Greece, Egypt or
China. Recreation involving kicking and chasing a round object seems always
to have been a part of life. A type of soccer was playing in England in the 1400s
where players would simply kick the ball around on city streets. At this time
“mob” games, often lasting from mid-day to dusk with 500 players a side were
played! Several English kings actually banned the game because it was too
dangerous and time-consuming.
Organized soccer as we know it today was born in 1863 when the London
Football Association published its rules and gave soccer its official title:
Association Football. The word soccer is believed to be derived from
Association, first shortened to Assoc., then changed to Soccer. Although soccer
was then played by amateur clubs and university teams, by the 1880s a
professional league was organized.
Gradually, the game spread to Europe and South America through English
sailors and settlers. The local inhabitants then added their own style and
approach to the game. This can be seen at the biggest and most important
soccer competition – The World Cup. After 2 years of eliminations, 32 of the best
national teams compete for the Jules Rimet Trophy.

Each country has its own soccer league championship in Europe and South
America, the champion club for each country goes on to compete for the
European and South American Cup. In North America, the Soccer Bowl is the
annual championship of the North American Soccer League (NASL) founded in
1967.
Soccer is a sport that can be played at any age from recreational to
international caliber of play. It is inexpensive and is considered one of the best
sports for developing total body fitness.
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Bibliography
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Soccer – Values & Benefits
1. It has simple rules.
2. It is relatively inexpensive, requiring only simple equipment and facilities.
3. It can be played by individuals of varying physiques. (Height and weight
are not significant factors.)
4. It is a team sport that requires cooperation and sportsmanship
5. It can be played by all ages and both sexes.
6. It can be highly competitive, requiring a high level of skill and training, or it
can be relaxing as a recreational activity.
7. Its rules can be modified to make the game more suited to various age
groups and abilities.
8. It develops a high level of total body fitness.
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The Field of Play
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Basic Rules of the Game
Law 1
Length:
Width:
Goal:
Law 2

The Field of Play
Maximum
120m
90m

Minimum
90 m
45m

8ft (2.44m) x 24ft (7.32m)
The Ball

Size will vary depending on age group.
Law 3

Number of Players

Each team must consist of 11 players with one designated as the goal keeper.
Substitutes:

International rules allow for 3 substitutes but local associations may
vary the number. In professional or international play, no player
who has left the game in favor of a substitute may re-enter the
game

Law 4

Players Equipment

1. Footwear may be studded or molded but studs may not be more than ¾
inches long.
2. Goalkeepers shall wear a jersey color that distinguishes them from all other
players on the field.
Law 5

The Referee

One shall officiate each game with power to default a team or suspend a player
for serious infringement of the rules.
Law 6

Linesmen

To assist the referee in control of the game (out-of-bounds and off-sides).
Law 7

Duration of the Game

The duration shall be two equal halves of 45 minutes (shorter for younger
children).
1. Lost time for delay or injury is added to the respective half.
2. The half time is between 5 & 15 minutes.
3. Overtime is not generally played – local rule.
Law 8

The Start of Play (at centre)

1. At the beginning of the game:
a. Team winning the toss of the coin shall have its choice of the end
of the field it will defend. The team losing the toss of the coin shall
receive first kickoff.
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b. Every player must be in their own half, and the defending team
must be 10 yards away from the ball.
c. The ball is in play when it has rolled its own circumference forward.
The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it has been
touched by another player. (PENALTY: kickoff retaken except
when ball played by same player – indirect kick)
2. After a goal is scored, the game is restarted as at the beginning of the
game, by the team losing the goal.
3. After half-time, sides are changed and the kickoff is taken by the opposite
team from that which started the game.
4. After any temporary suspension:
a. If the ball leaves the field of play, the game is restarted as it would
have been if there was no suspension.
b. If the ball does not leave the field of play, the game is restarted by
a drop-ball (ball must hit the ground before being kicked.)
Law 9

Ball In and Out of Play

1. When referee stops play.
2. When the ball has completely crossed the goal-line or touch line whether
on the ground or in the air.
Law 10

Method of Scoring

A goal is scored when the ball passes entirely over the goal line, under the
crossbar and between the uprights. It shall not be a goal if it is carried, thrown or
hit with the hand or arm.
Law 11

Offside

An attacking player is offside if nearer the opponent’s goal line at the moment
the ball is played unless:
1. In their own half of the field
2. There are two opposing players between the goal and attacker
3. the ball was last played by a defender
4. It is a throw-in.
5. It is a goal kick.
6. It is a corner kick.
7. It is a drop ball.
8. The player is not involved in the play.
PUNISHMENT: An indirect free kick from the spot where the offside occurred.
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Law 12

Fouls and Misconduct

The following offenses shall result in a direct free kick:
1. Kicking or attempting to kick an opponent.
2. Tripping.
3. Jumping at an opponent.
4. Charging violently at an opponent.
5. Charging from behind.
6. Striking or attempting to strike an opponent.
7. Holding an opponent.
8. Pushing an opponent.
9. Handling the ball.
If a defender intentionally commits one of the offenses in the penalty area, the
attacking team is awarded a penalty kick.
The following offenses shall result in an indirect free kick:
1. Dangerous play.
2. Changing at an improper time.
3. Obstructing an opposing player from the ball, without having possession
of the ball.
4. Charging the goalkeeper.
5. Goalkeeper taking more than 5 seconds while holding the ball.
A player shall be sent off the field if he:
1. is guilty of violent conduct.
2. uses abusive language.
The referee will issue a yellow card as a caution. On a second encounter, a red
card is given and the player is ejected from the game.
Law 13

Free Kick

Direct Free Kick:
Indirect Free Kick:

a free kick on which a goal can be scored directly
a free kick on which a goal cannot be scored until
the ball is touched by another player

Considerations:
1. The ball shall be stationary
2. The kicker is allowed to touch the ball only once
3. All defending players must be 10 yards from the ball
Law 14

Penalty Kick

The penalty kick is awarded when a foul for a direct free kick occurs in the
defending team’s penalty area.
1. All players except the kicker and the goalkeeper must be outside the
penalty area and 10 yards from the ball.
2. The goal keeper must stand on the goal line until the kick is taken.
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Law 15

Throw-in

A throw-in results when the ball travels completely over the touch-line and is
taken at the point where the ball went out-of-bounds.
1. The ball must be thrown equally with both hands.
2. The thrower must face the field
3. The ball must be thrown in one motion from behind the head.
4. Both feet must remain in contact with the ground and behind the touchline until the ball is released.
5. The thrower cannot touch the ball until it has been played by another
player.
On an improper throw-in, the ball is awarded to the opposing team for a throwin.
Law 16

Goal Kick

A goal kick is awarded to the defending team when the ball passes over the
goal line if last played by the attacking team.
It shall be kicked into play beyond the penalty area from a point within the half
of the goal area nearest to where is crossed the line.
All attacking players must remain outside of the penalty area until the ball leaves
that area.
The ball is considered “in play” when it passes the 18-yard line.
Any infringement of the rules results in a rekick.
Law 17

Corner Kick

A corner kick is awarded when the ball passes over the goal line last being
played by the defending team.
A member of the attacking team shall take a kick from within the corner arc on
the side the ball went out.
All defending players must be 10 yards from the ball.
A goal may be scored directly.
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Glossary of Terms
Advantage Rule

referee does not blow whistle for foul as fouled team
has good possession of the ball

Backs

halfbacks & fullbacks

Back-up

playing behind a teammate for the purpose of
strengthening the defense or of receiving a pass

Bunching

when more than one player from the same team
moves into an area occupied by another teammate

Carrying

a player dribbling the ball

Caution

a foul resulting in a yellow card

Centre

to move the ball by a long kick from the side of the
field to the centre usually in the goal mouth

Centre Circle

a circle with a 10 yd. radius at the centre of the field

Charging

bodily contact, usually consisting of one shoulder
against another shoulder

Clear

to move the ball away from scoring range in front of
the goal (a defensive play)

Corner Kick

a direct free kick taken by the offensive team from
within the 1 yd. arc at the corner of the field

Cross

to kick the ball from one side of the field to the other

Dangerous Kick

any kick that a referee considers dangerous, usually
above the waist, especially when an opponent is
attempting to head the ball

Dead Ball

a ball not in play

Direct Free Kick

a place kick from which a goal can be scored if it
passes directly into the goal

Distribution

the goalkeeper’s selection of a pass to a teammate
in order to initiate an attack

Draw

a game ending in a tie

Dribbling

to run with the ball at the feet under control

Drop Ball

a ball dropped by the referee between two opposing
players after a stop in play

First Time Kick

to kick the ball without first trapping or dribbling it

Forwards

the attacking players on the team (also strikers)

Free Kick

an unchallenged kick resulting from a foul by the
opposing team

Foul

an infraction of the Laws
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FIFA

the governing body of world soccer

Goal Area

the zone, 6 yds. x 20 yds., in front of the goal

Goal Kick

an indirect free kick taken by the defensive team

Goal Line

the boundary line marking the end of the field

Halfbacks

the middle line of the team (also midfields)

Halfway Line

the line in the centre of the field dividing it into 2
equal parts

Hands

to intentionally touch the ball with any part of the
hands or arms

Head

to play the ball with the head

Indirect Free Kick

a place-kick which a goal cannot be scored on
unless the ball has been touched by another player

Instep

the upper surface of the foot from the toes to the
ankle or the lace portion of the shoes

Kickoff

a place kick from the enter point of the field used to
start the game, second half and after goals are
scored

Offside

see rules

Pass

to kick or head the ball to a teammate

Penalty Area

the area in front of the goal, 18 yds. x 44 yds.

Pitch

the field of play

Save

a shot, or header, that a goalkeeper stops from going
into the goal

Strong Foot

the foot with which a player is more proficient

Tackle

a skill used to take the ball from an opponent, to
cause the opponent to lose control of it, or to hasten
his/her attempt to pass the ball

Throw-In

the method of restarting play after the ball has
passed out of play across the touch line

Touch Line

the boundary line on the side of the field

Trap

to bring the ball under control using the feet, body, or
head, by stopping it, slowing it down, or changing its
direction.

Volley

a ball kicked while it is in the air

Weak Foot

the foot with which the player has less proficiency

Winger

outside left or right forward

Wing Halfback

the right or left halfback
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

























5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
Talk and act with respect
towards others
Respect the skill level and views
of all
Include all and be willing to play
with others
Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
Modest and graceful in win or
loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Leadership
Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention;
Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is respectful
of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 8
Skill: Passing
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Foot is seldom in the
correct position (in
front or behind)

Foot is sometimes in
the correct position

Foot is often in the
correct position

Foot is always in
correct location

Contact is seldom
made in the correct
position (Instep, Laces
of kicking foot – Toe
punt)

Contact is sometimes
in the correct position

Contact is often in the
correct position

Contact is always in
the correct position

Accuracy

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Pass is sometimes in
the intended direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Touch (short
and long pass)

Appropriate touch on
the ball is seldom used
(Able to hit the long
ball)

Appropriate touch is
sometimes used

Appropriate touch is
often used.

Appropriate touch is
always used.

PASSING - FORM

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Correct
placement
of nonshooting
foot
Contact
surface on
the
shooting
foot

Maximum Score: ________/16
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 8










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily

assessment Scale
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Grade 8: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Soccer

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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Grade 9 Soccer
Introduction:
Soccer is an excellent learning activity for grades 9. The game combines
fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to demonstrate
safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural heritage. This
unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying rules, and learning
how to compete and guiding students in responsible decision making
and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results

Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Soccer involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in soccer.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in soccer is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
soccer provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1.

How can soccer, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of soccer?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Positional play, defensive backs,
other specialized positions.
 Different front line formations in
soccer.
 Key terms:
o Chip, flick, give and go,
through pass, volley,
wall pass
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Skills: Students will be able to
perform:
 Short Pass: Outside of foot,
through pass
 Shooting: Half Volley/Chip shot
 Ball Control: Trapping in the air,
inside and outside of foot, thigh,
chest
 Heading the ball
 Slide Tackling
 Goalkeeping: Punching, Diving,
Distribution
 Restarts: Long throw ins, indirect
and direct free kick, goal kick,
penalty shot

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Assess attitude and sportsmanship {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout with an emphasis on moving to strategies and
tactics (Away from rule based) Handout should deal with proper skill
technique. Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy and
tactics. R



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to give
them an opportunity to demonstrate ball control (Trapping in the air),
Goalkeeping, restarting games when ball leaves play of field. R, E-2



Emphasize penalty kicks, free kicks and goal kicks. E-1



Review skills: Dribbling, Shooting, Heading, Passing, trapping,
dribbling – faking, tackling. E-1



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all the
elements are important to the strategy/tactics of soccer. H



Focus should be on the interaction and responsibilities of the
defensive backs amongst the team. E-1



Emphasis should also be given to the front line formations (W/M
formations) E-1, O



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material keeping in
mind for next year’s progression. R, W



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the unit
transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W



Less emphasis should be given on small play games but on full field
games – which will help reinforce team positional play. T, O



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention;
Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9

Skill: Ball Distribution: Goaltender

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Overhand throw

punt

Distribution

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Student seldom faces target

Student sometimes faces target

Student often faces target

Student always faces target

Student seldom has effective hand
placement (ball is juggled)

Student sometimes has effective
hand placement
Student sometimes has
appropriate wind-up, execution
and follow through of overhand
throw.
Student sometimes faces target

Student often has effective
hand placement
Student often has
appropriate wind-up,
execution and follow through
of overhand throw.
Student often faces target

Student always has effective hand
placement

Student seldom has effective hand
placement
(Ball is often dropped)

Student sometimes has effective
hand placement

Student often has effective
hand placement

Student always has effective hand
placement

Student seldom has appropriate windup, execution and follow through of
underhand throw.

Student sometimes has
appropriate wind-up, execution
and follow through of underhand
throw.

Student often has
appropriate wind-up,
execution and follow through
of underhand throw.

Student always has appropriate
wind-up, execution and follow
through of underhand throw.

Student seldom faces target

Student sometimes faces target

Student often faces target

Student always faces target

Student sometimes has effective
hand placement

Student often has effective
hand placement

Student always has effective hand
placement

Student sometimes has
appropriate wind-up, execution
and follow through punt

Student often has
appropriate wind-up,
execution and follow through
punt.

Student always has appropriate
wind-up, execution and follow
through punt.

Student seldom has appropriate windup, execution and follow through of
overhand throw.
Student seldom faces target

Underhand throw

Minimally Meets expectations
2 Marks

Student seldom has effective hand
placement
(Ball is often thrown to high in air –
opposed to small toss)
Student seldom has appropriate windup, execution and follow through punt.
(Ineffective follow through limits distance
of kick)

Maximum Score: ______
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Student always has appropriate
wind-up, execution and follow
through of overhand throw.
Student always faces target

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 9










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 9: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Soccer

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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Grade 10 Soccer
Introduction:
Soccer is an excellent learning activity for grades 10. The game
combines fitness, skill, tactics, cultural relevance and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. The sport has a rich cultural
heritage. This unit emphasizes refining skills, learning tactics, applying
rules, and learning how to compete and guiding students in responsible
decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

5. Soccer involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
6. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in soccer.
7. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in soccer is God
glorifying.
8. Physical activities similar to
soccer provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

5.

How can soccer, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
6. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of soccer?
7. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
8. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Positional Play {4-3-3, 4-4-2 etc…}
 Progression of proper techniques
of skills.
 Support system (Triangle offense:
always having a minimum of 2
supports)
 Key terms:
o Dummy, formations,
links, overlap, screen,
support, switch.
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Skills: Students will be able to:
 Short heel pass
 Long pass: Outside of foot
 Shooting: Side volley
 Ball control: trapping, sole, instep
 Goalkeeping: tipping, palming
 Goalkeeping: Near post, far
post, narrowing the angle
 Be a competent part of the
officiating team.

-

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Assess attitude and sportsmanship {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on strategies and tactics (Away from rule based)
Handout should deal with strategies and tactics. Assessment could
be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy and
tactics. R



Focus should be positional play including different formations (4-4-2,
4-2-4) R



Review skills: Dribbling, Shooting, Heading, Passing, trapping,
dribbling – faking, tackling. E-1



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all the
elements are important to the strategy/tactics of soccer. H



Focus should be on the interaction and responsibilities of the
defensive backs amongst the team. E-1



Continue to emphasize the role of the goalie. W, R



Continue to work on ball control – especially trapping, sole, and
instep. E-1, R



Review some of the skills to date – teaching new material keeping in
mind for next year’s progression. R, W



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the unit
transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W



Little emphasis should be given to small play games but more on full
field games – which will help reinforce team positional play and
different soccer formations. W, R, O



In order for students to gain a deeper understanding of soccer –
students will become involved in the officiating process. W, R, E-2



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






5

Outstanding; Excellent







4

Good

3

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is respectful
of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or teacher
support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation and
effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Can not evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 10
Skill: Ball Control
Criteria
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Trapping

Instep

Chest

Student seldom traps the
ball on the inside surface
of the foot. Contact is
seldom made in the
correct position, student
seldom cushions the ball
– ball is not controlled
effectively.
Student seldom angles
chest appropriately to
cushion a dropping ball
or a horizontal ball
Student seldom
withdraws chest on
contact to cushion the
ball to reduce its speed
so it drops at their feet.

Performance Indicators
Minimally meets
Fully meets expectations
expectations
3 Marks
2 Marks
Student sometimes traps
the ball on the inside
Student often traps the
surface of the foot.
ball on the inside surface
Contact is sometimes
of the foot. Contact is
made in the correct
often made in the
position, student
correct position, student
sometimes cushions the
often cushions the ball.
ball.

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
Student always traps the
ball on the inside surface
of the foot. Contact is
always made in the
correct position, student
always cushions the ball.

Student sometimes
angles chest
appropriately to cushion
a dropping ball or a
horizontal ball

Student often angles
chest appropriately to
cushion a dropping ball
or a horizontal ball

Student always angles
chest appropriately to
cushion a dropping ball
or a horizontal ball

Student sometimes
withdraws chest on
contact to cushion the
ball to reduce its speed
so it drops at their feet.

Student often withdraws
chest on contact to
cushion the ball to
reduce its speed so it
drops at their feet.

Student alwasy withdraws
chest on contact to
cushion the ball to
reduce its speed so it
drops at their feet.

Maximum Score: ________/
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade10










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Soccer

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets
Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:

BLANK TEMPLATE

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 8 Softball
Introduction:
Softball is an excellent learning activity for grade 8 students. The game
requires speed, power, eye hand coordination, and the mastery of a few
basic skills. Students can demonstrate their Christian worldview in softball
through teamwork, cooperation and encouragements of all participants.
It provides an excellent opportunity for high school students to develop
these skills and attributes while learning a game that can enhance and
provide recreational enjoyment throughout their lives.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Softball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in softball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in softball is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
softball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self expression.

1. How can softball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of softball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:







Skills: Students will be able to execute:

Basic softball rules
Translation of the basic rules into
effective, cooperative team play.
What elements are included in the
proper performance of individual
skills.
Key terms:
o Base path, fair ball, force
out, foul ball/ tip, base
stealing, wild pitch.
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Offensive skills:
o Batting (stance, grip,
follow-through).
o Base running
Defensive skills:
o Pitching (underhand).
Team play
o Field positioning (basic)
o Tagging runners

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting, there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Student and teacher journal entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/History/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy
and tactics. R, E-2, T



Emphasis should be on continuing to develop offensive and
defensive skills. Included in this should be the basics of batting,
pitching, throwing and catching/ fielding. E-1, R, E-2



Continue to develop positional play. T



In order for students to optimally develop the individual skills that
enhance team play the use of skill drills is encouraged. O, T, R, E-2



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all
the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of softball. W, H



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Softball Test – Level 1
Name: ________________

Score: ____/25

1. The game of softball was created in the 19th century in
a. Canada
b. United States
c. Great Britain
d. Mexico

(1)

2. Softball teams consist of _________ players.
a. 7
b. 9
c. 11
d. 13

(1)

3. A softball game consists of ___________ innings.
a. 7
b. 8
c. 9
d. 10

(1)

4. Two coaches are allowed in a softball game. They would be
located at:
(1)
a. Home plate and the dugout
b. Home plate and 1st base
c. 1st base and the dugout
d. 1st base and 3rd base
5. The strike zone of a batter is determined by the batter’s natural
stance. It is located between:
(1)
a. Knees and elbows
b. Knees and stomach
c. Stomach and armpits
d. Knees and armpits
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6. Label the following diagram:

(6)

2
1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
4. ___________________________
5. ___________________________
6. ___________________________

1
3

6

4
5
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7. Use the terms at the bottom to fill in the descriptions below.

(14)

Term

Description

__________________

A batted ball that settles in the area between home and
first and home and third

__________________

The team in the field

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

When a batter has three balls and two strikes called by
the umpire
A batter who has reached first base without being put
out
A pitch, not swung at by the batter, that is outside the
strike zone
Ball struck in such a way that the batter or preceding
baserunners may not be retired by good defensive play

__________________

The area of the field between home plate and the bases

__________________

Any player on the defensive team

__________________

A fair hit ball that allows the batter to reach second base
safely without an error occurring

__________________

The number of balls and strikes on the batter

__________________

A batted ball that is hit into the air

__________________

The area of the field beyond the bases

__________________

A pitch that travels through the strike zone and is not
swung on

__________________

The team that is up to bat

Ball

Base runner

Defensive
Foul Ball

Base on
Balls
Double
Full Count

Infield

Inning

Offensive
Team

Strike

Triple

Fair Ball
Grand Slam
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Batter’s
Box
Fielder
Hit
Outfield

Count
Fly Ball
Home
Run
Single

Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going above
& beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task, poor
effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

Date: _________________

5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules

Listen to instructions

Follow class, unit and game rules

Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect

Talk and act with respect towards
others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with
others

Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship

Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others

Modest and graceful in win or loss

Be honest, play fair

Help others
Leadership

Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable

Models self-control

Takes initiative/charge of a situation

Leads a group in warm-up/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…
MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom,
gym, and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating
confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class
members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs
reminders to stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude,
participation and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and
safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others






Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class





5



Outstanding; Excellent








4






Good







3




Satisfactory;
Average








2

1

Needs attention; Poor

Very poor;
unprepared
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 8










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 8: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Softball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian Values &
Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills with
little or no understanding of
the necessary skills

Satisfactory execution of skills
and displays some
understanding of skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution and
understanding of skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a satisfactory manner

Able to perform the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands

Excels at performing the
strength, endurance and
flexibility tasks that the sport
demands

Rarely interacts in a positive
manner with peers, shows
leadership, demonstrates
good sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and interacting
with others, the student
shows poor judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
Generally interacts in a
Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
student sometimes shows
student usually shows good
student always shows good
good judgement.
judgement.
judgement.
This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 8
Skill: Overhand Throw
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Grip

Stance

Delivery

Follow
through

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Correct finger
Correct finger
Correct finger
Correct finger
placement on the ball placement on the ball placement on the ball placement on the ball
is seldom used.
is sometimes used.
is often used.
is always used.
Correct arm, wrist and Correct arm, wrist and Correct arm, wrist and Correct arm, wrist and
elbow positioning as
elbow positioning as
elbow positioning as
elbow positioning as
well as correct amount well as correct amount well as correct amount well as correct amount
of weight on each foot of weight on each foot of weight on each foot of weight on each foot
are seldom used.
are sometimes used.
are often used.
are often used.
Correct footwork, arm Correct footwork, arm Correct footwork, arm Correct footwork, arm
motion, and release of motion, and release of motion, and release of motion, and release of
ball from hand are
ball from hand are
ball from hand are
ball from hand are
seldom used.
sometimes used.
often used.
often used.
Correct follow through Correct follow through Correct follow through Correct follow through
across the body and
across the body and
across the body and
across the body and
finger extension are
finger extension are
finger extension are
finger extension are
seldom used.
sometimes used.
often used.
often used.

Maximum Score: ________/16
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:

BLANK TEMPLATE

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: _______
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 9 Softball
Introduction:
Softball is an excellent learning activity for grade 9 students. The game
requires speed, power, eye hand coordination, and the mastery of a few
basic skills. Students can demonstrate their Christian worldview in softball
through teamwork, cooperation and encouragements of all participants.
It provides an excellent opportunity for high school students to develop
these skills and attributes while learning a game that can enhance and
provide recreational enjoyment throughout their lives.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Softball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in softball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in softball is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
softball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1. How can softball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of softball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:









Skills: Students will be able to execute:

More detailed softball rules
Translation of the basic rules into
effective, cooperative team play.
Differences between softball and
baseball.
Duties and responsibilities of
infielders and outfielders.
What elements are included in the
proper performance of individual
skills
Key terms:
o Batting average, bunt,
Double play, error,
overthrow, relay throw,
rolling start, sacrifice bunt/
fly.
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Offensive skills:
o Batting (sacrifice bunt)
o Base running (stealing,
sliding)
Team play
o Situational use of bunt
o Shifting of fielders for
right/ left, strong/ weak
batters
o When/ where to throw
the ball

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Student and teacher journal entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.



Discuss a handout on Rules/History/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy
and tactics. R, E-2, T



Emphasis should be on continuing to develop offensive and
defensive skills. Included in this should be specific batting skills,
base running, throwing and catching/ fielding. E-1, R, E-2



Continue to develop positional play. T



In order for students to optimally develop the individual skills that
enhance team play the use of skill drills is encouraged. O, T, R, E-2



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all
the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of softball. W, H



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

Date: _________________

5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules

Listen to instructions

Follow class, unit and game rules

Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect

Talk and act with respect towards
others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with
others

Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship

Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others

Modest and graceful in win or loss

Be honest, play fair

Help others
Leadership

Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable

Models self-control

Takes initiative/charge of a situation

Leads a group in warm-up/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…
MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom,
gym, and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating
confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class
members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs
reminders to stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude,
participation and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and
safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others






Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class





5



Outstanding; Excellent








4






Good







3




Satisfactory;
Average








2

1

Needs attention; Poor

Very poor;
unprepared
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 9










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 9: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Softball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian Values &
Safety

Name:_________________________

Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills with
little or no understanding of
the necessary skills

Satisfactory execution of skills
and displays some
understanding of skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution and
understanding of skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a satisfactory manner

Able to perform the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands

Excels at performing the
strength, endurance and
flexibility tasks that the sport
demands

Rarely interacts in a positive
manner with peers, shows
leadership, demonstrates
good sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and interacting
with others, the student
shows poor judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
Generally interacts in a
Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
student sometimes shows
student usually shows good
student always shows good
good judgement.
judgement.
judgement.
This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9
Skill: Sacrifice Bunt
Criteria

Grip

Stance

Delivery

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Firm grip of lower hand
and correct
placement of upper
hand with safe finger
positioning are seldom
used.
Correct shift from
regular batting stance
to a crouched,
forward stance with
relaxed arms is seldom
used.
Correct “give” with a
level bat with little arm
movement (with the
ball directed
downward and for a
short distance) are
seldom used.

Firm grip of lower hand
and correct
placement of upper
hand with safe finger
positioning are
sometimes used.
Correct shift from
regular batting stance
to a crouched,
forward stance with
relaxed arms is
sometimes used.
Correct “give” with a
level bat with little arm
movement (with the
ball directed
downward and for a
short distance) are
sometimes used.

Firm grip of lower hand
and correct
placement of upper
hand with safe finger
positioning are often
used.
Correct shift from
regular batting stance
to a crouched,
forward stance with
relaxed arms is often
used.
Correct “give” with a
level bat with little arm
movement (with the
ball directed
downward and for a
short distance) are
often used.

Firm grip of lower hand
and correct
placement of upper
hand with safe finger
positioning are always
used.
Correct shift from
regular batting stance
to a crouched,
forward stance with
relaxed arms is always
used.
Correct “give” with a
level bat with little arm
movement (with the
ball directed
downward and for a
short distance) are
always used.

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:

BLANK TEMPLATE

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 10 Softball
Introduction:
Softball is an excellent learning activity for grade 10 students. The game
requires speed, power, eye hand coordination, and the mastery of a few
basic skills. Students can demonstrate their Christian worldview in softball
through teamwork, cooperation and encouragements of all participants.
It provides an excellent opportunity for high school students to develop
these skills and attributes while learning a game that can enhance and
provide recreational enjoyment throughout their lives.

Stage 1: Desired Result
Established Goals:
In pursuit of godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Softball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in softball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in softball is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
softball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1. How can softball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of softball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Skills: Students will be able to execute:

 More detailed softball rules.
 Translation of the basic rules into
effective, cooperative team play.
 Differences between softball and
baseball.
 Duties and responsibilities of
infielders and outfielders.
 What elements are included in the
proper performance of individual
skills.
 Key terms:
o Assist, cut off position,
placing hits, safety
squeeze, suicide squeeze
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Offensive skills:
o Batting (drag bunt)
o Base running (hook slide,
pop slide)
Defensive skills:
o Throwing (sidearm).
Team play
o Sacrifice play
o Hit and run
o Squeeze play
o Cut off
o Run down.
Be a competent part of the
officiating team (base umpire
and home base umpire).

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Student and teacher journal entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.



Discuss a handout on Rules/History/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy
and tactics. R, E-2, T



Emphasis should be on continuing to develop offensive and
defensive skills. Included in this should be specific batting skills,
base running, throwing and catching/ fielding. E-1, R, E-2



Continue to develop positional play. T



In order for students to optimally develop the individual skills that
enhance team play the use of skill drills is encouraged. O, T, R, E-2



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all
the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of softball. W, H



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test
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Daily Participation Evaluation

Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Hit Target
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving personal
fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely

Talk and act with respect towards others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with others

Create a safe environment

Sportsmanship



Leadership









Encourage, compliment, and congratulate
others
Modest and graceful in win or loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Takes responsibility, reliable, dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a situation
Leads a group in warm-up/activities





Miss Target

Not cooperating

Complaining and whining. Saying
this is dumb or stupid

Talking out of turn, not paying
attention

Don't care about rules

Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation



Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous and
harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win, angry
in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going above & beyond
expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task, poor effort,
socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

Date: _________________

5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules

Listen to instructions

Follow class, unit and game rules

Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect

Talk and act with respect towards
others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with
others

Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship

Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others

Modest and graceful in win or loss

Be honest, play fair

Help others
Leadership

Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable

Models self-control

Takes initiative/charge of a situation

Leads a group in warm-up/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…
MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom,
gym, and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating
confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is
respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom,
gymnasium, and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class
members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs
reminders to stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude,
participation and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and
safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others






Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class





5



Outstanding; Excellent








4






Good







3




Satisfactory;
Average








2

1

Needs attention; Poor

Very poor;
unprepared
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 10










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Softball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian Values &
Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills with
little or no understanding of
the necessary skills

Satisfactory execution of skills
and displays some
understanding of skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution and
understanding of skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a satisfactory manner

Able to perform the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands

Excels at performing the
strength, endurance and
flexibility tasks that the sport
demands

Rarely interacts in a positive
manner with peers, shows
leadership, demonstrates
good sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and interacting
with others, the student
shows poor judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
Generally interacts in a
Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
student sometimes shows
student usually shows good
student always shows good
good judgement.
judgement.
judgement.
This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 10
Skill: Hook slide (sliding to the left of the base)
Criteria

Correct
transition from
run to slide

Correct form

Correct
contact with
base

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student seldom takes
off on right foot.

Student sometimes
takes off on right foot.

Student often takes off
on right foot.

Student always takes
off on right foot.

Student often slides on
outside of left foot,
with weight supported
on the backside of the
upper left leg.

Student always slides
on outside of left foot,
with weight supported
on the backside of the
upper left leg.

Student often throws
his body as far away
from the base as
possible (in order to
avoid the tag).

Student always throws
his body as far away
from the base as
possible (in order to
avoid the tag).

Student seldom slides
on outside of left foot,
with weight supported
on the backside of the
upper left leg.
Student seldom throws
his body as far away
from the base as
possible (in order to
avoid the tag).

Student sometimes
slides on outside of left
foot, with weight
supported on the
backside of the upper
left leg.
Student sometimes
throws his body as far
away from the base as
possible (in order to
avoid the tag).

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:

BLANK TEMPLATE

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grades 8 – 10 Team Handball
Introduction:
Team Handball is an excellent learning activity for grades 8-10. The
game combines fitness, skill, tactics, and opportunities to demonstrate
safety, fair play and leadership. This unit emphasizes on refining skills,
learning tactics, applying rules. Team Handball is a fast-paced team
game and includes many fitness components, among them are
endurance, strength, flexibility, agility, balance and coordination.
Handball will guide students in responsible decision making and positive
interaction with one another.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Handball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in handball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in handball is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
handball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self expression.

1. How can handball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of handball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Basic handball rules
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into team
play.
 Key terms:
o Pivot, attacking the gap, 6meter line, 7-meter shot, fast
break, quick retreat,
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Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 Offensive skills:
o Catching, passing,
shooting, dribbling
 Defensive skills:
o Man to man, blocking
shots, trapping,
intercepting
 Goal Keeping:
o Tipping, catching,
diving, and narrowing
the angle.
 Team Play:
o Defense: zone, man to
man, switching
o Offense: screening,
blocking, give and go,
pivots, dribbling.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities
Instructional Time: Approximately 10 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of
strategy and tactics. R, E-2, T



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate offensive and
defensive skills and strategies. E-2



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how
all the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of
handball. H



The principles of fair play, sportsmanship, cooperation and the
joy of play should be emphasized. W



Review offensive and defensive tactics: Including some 1 on
1drills, give and go, screens and cuts. R, E-2



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the
unit transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding;
Excellent













4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention;
Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is respectful
of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Goal Keeping: Handball
Criteria
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Tipping

Blocking

Catching

Student seldom tips
the ball effectively
away from goal.
Student seldom
blocks with hands
and legs, and
retrieves ball quickly
to initiate fast break
Student seldom
controls the ball
after a shot from the
opposing team

Positional play

Student is seldom in
the correct position
to defend the net

Distribution

Student seldom
distributes the ball
effectively

Performance Indicators
Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Student sometimes
tips the ball
effectively away
from goal.
Student sometimes
blocks with hands
and legs, and
retrieves ball quickly
to initiate fast break
Student sometimes
controls the ball
after a shot from the
opposing team
Student is sometimes
in the correct
position to defend
the net
Student sometimes
distributes the ball
effectively

Maximum Score: ________/20
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Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student often tips
the ball effectively
away from goal.

Student always tips
the ball effectively
away from goal.

Student often blocks
with hands and legs,
and retrieves ball
quickly to initiate fast
break
Student often
controls the ball
after a shot from the
opposing team

Student always
blocks with hands
and legs, and
retrieves ball quickly
to initiate fast break
Student always
controls the ball
after a shot from the
opposing team

Student is often in
the correct position
to defend the net

Student is always in
the correct position
to defend the net

Student often
distributes the ball
effectively

Student always
distributes the ball
effectively

SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Shooting: Handball
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Body is sometimes
square to the target.

Body is often square
to the target.

Body is always
square to the target.

Follow-through

Body seldom faces
lead foot and stick
seldom faces the
desired target

Body sometimes
faces lead foot and
stick seldom faces
the desired target

Body often faces
lead foot and stick
seldom faces the
desired target

Body always faces
lead foot and stick
seldom faces the
desired target

Shot Accuracy

Shot seldom goes to
intended target

Shot is sometimes in
the intended target

Shot is often in the
intended target

Shot is always in the
intended target

Set-up

Body is seldom
square to the target.
(Foot opposite your
upper hand should
step forward)

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Passing-Accuracy: Handball

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Overhand Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Underhand Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Two-hand Pass

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction

Maximum Score: ________/12
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Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:









The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 8-10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Team Handball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional tim
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Grade 8 – 10 Track & Field
Introduction:
Track and Field is an excellent learning activity for grades 8-10. The
activity combines fitness, skill, self-discipline, and opportunities to
demonstrate safety, fair play and leadership. Track and Field is an
excellent opportunity to develop a better sense of personal goal
achievement. This unit also emphasizes event-specific motor patterns of
jumping, throwing, and running and guide students in responsible
decision making and positive interaction.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Track and field involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics used in track and field.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in soccer is God
glorifying.
4. Track and field provides a
variety of opportunities for
enjoyment, social interaction,
challenge and self expression.

1. How can track and field, as
one physical activity, promote
life-long wellness?
2. How can you relate
movement skills to movement
concepts?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Know the basic rules of track and
field.
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into track and
field events.
 Event-specific motor patterns of all
track and field events.
 Key Terms:
o Put (shot?), Fosbury Flop,
scissor, glide, take-off board,
disqualification, false start,
anchor leg,

Skills: Students will be able to perform
and develop event specific skills in all:
 Track events:
o 100m, 200m, 400m,
800m, 1500m, 3000m,
hurdles, relays
 Field events:
o Shot-put, discus, high
jump, long jump, javelin,
triple jump

Events will depend on local setting and
equipment available.
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Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate technique {Observational, checklists or rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate technique and
tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 6-12 Hours.

-



Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/techniques/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance on form, setup,
and execution of skill. R, O, E-2



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate learning in both track
and field events using a variety of skill development
drills/activities. R, E-2



Review skills: proper technique while running, throwing, and
jumping. E



Students should be constantly refining previously acquired skills
involved in all track and field events. W, E-2, O



Students will develop sufficient muscular and
anaerobic/aerobic cardio respiratory endurance to compete
in multiple events. R

See CSI: Physical Education 9 – 12. Volume 2: (Marvin Zuidema)
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






5

Outstanding; Excellent







4

3

Good

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class
members; provides encouragement and support; is respectful
of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or
teacher support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to
classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation
and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Track and Field

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets
Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Running

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Posture

Arm action

Foot strike

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student seldom has
Student sometimes
Student often has a Student always has a
a forward lean,
has a forward lean,
forward lean, head
forward lean, head
head and shoulders
head and shoulders
and shoulders are
and shoulders are
are seldom over
are sometimes over
often over hips.
always over hips.
hips.
hips.
Arms are seldom
activated during run. Arms are sometimes
Arms are often
Arms are always
(Arm action should activated during run. activated during run. activated during run.
not be tense)
Leg seldom goes
Leg sometimes goes
Leg often goes
Leg always goes
through drive phase, through drive phase, through drive phase, through drive phase,
recovery phase and recovery phase and recovery phase and recovery phase and
support phase.
support phase.
support phase.
support phase.

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Jumping

Criteria

Approach

Take-off

Flight

Landing

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student seldom
approaches target
in the correct
horizontal and
vertical velocity
Student seldom
takes off in an
effective way.
Body, Arms and Legs
are seldom in the
correct position
Student seldom
lands with the
correct form.

Student sometimes
approaches target
in the correct
horizontal and
vertical velocity
Student sometimes
takes off in an
effective way.
Body, Arms and Legs
are sometimes in the
correct position
Student sometimes
lands with the
correct form.

Student often
approaches target
in the correct
horizontal and
vertical velocity
Student often takes
off in an effective
way.
Body, Arms and Legs
are often in the
correct position
Student often lands
with the correct
form.

Student always
approaches target
in the correct
horizontal and
vertical velocity
Student always takes
off in an effective
way.
Body, Arms and Legs
are always in the
correct position
Student always lands
with the correct
form.

Maximum Score: ________/16
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Throwing
Criteria

Starting Position
Release
Execution

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
Body is sometimes in
the correct starting
position
Student sometimes
releases object
effectively.
Student sometimes
executes the throw in
the direction intended.

Performance Indicators
Minimally meets
Fully meets
expectations
expectations
2 Marks
3 Marks
Body is sometimes in
Body is often in the
the correct starting
correct starting
position
position
Student sometimes
Student often releases
releases object
object effectively.
effectively.
Student sometimes
Student often
executes the throw in
executes the throw in
the direction intended. the direction intended.

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
Body is always in the
correct starting
position
Student always
releases object
effectively.
Student always
executes the throw in
the direction intended.

Maximum Score: ________/12
6- Basic Principles to Throwing:
1. Involve the whole body in the throw. Coordinate whole body – legs, torso and arms
2. Achieve a summation of forces. Each body part is a lever. During the throw, each consecutive body part moves
faster, leading to the release of the implement. Throwers use the stronger, larger, slower, lower body muscles first
and the smaller, weaker, faster, upper body muscles last.
3. Apply the force generated by the muscle in the direction of the throw. Use legs, torso, and arms to push the
implement in the desired direction.
4. Achieve a long range of motion. Push and straighten the legs, torso and arms (in this order) while throwing the
implement.
5. Transfer body weight from the back leg to the front foot. As weight is transferred, unwind the upper body in the
direction of the throw.
6. Keep the center of gravity over the feet to maintain balance throughout the throw.
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:

BLANK TEMPLATE

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SOMETIMES

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: _____
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 8-10 Ultimate Frisbee
Introduction:
Ultimate Frisbee is an excellent learning activity for grades 8- 10. The
game combines fitness, skill, tactics, and opportunities to demonstrate
safety, fair play and leadership. This unit emphasizes introduction to and
refining of skills, learning tactics, applying rules, learning how to compete
and the guiding of students in responsible decision making and positive
interaction. It provides an excellent opportunity for high school students
to develop these skills and attributes while learning a game that can
enhance fitness and provide recreational enjoyment throughout their
lives.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God, others, and the
creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Ultimate involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in ultimate.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in ultimate is God
glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
ultimate provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1. How can ultimate, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of ultimate?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:

Basic ultimate rules
 Translate an understanding of the
basic rules and tactics into team
play.
 Key terms:
o Backhand flick, pull, stall
count, bid, pivot, force,
dump, marker (defender),
violation

Skills: Students will be able to perform:
 Pass:
o backhand, forehand
flick, hammer throw
 Force (forcing opponents to throw
to a certain area – spatial
management)
 Restarts:
o Side-outs/score
 Team offence
o Handlers/cutters/stack
offense
 Team Defense
o Man to man/zone

 Skill development will depend on skills
already acquired through previous
grades.
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Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Journal Entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Observational}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities
Instructional Time: Approximately 9 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. E-1



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of
strategy and tactics. R, E-2, T



Student’s abilities should be assessed in a variety of ways to
give them an opportunity to demonstrate offensive and
defensive skills and strategies. E-2



Introduce passing – backhand, forehand (flick) and hammer
throw (Gr. 10). E-1



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how
all the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of
ultimate. H



Ultimate is distinguished by its spirit of the game—the principles
of fair play, sportsmanship, cooperation and the joy of play. W



Before each game – a cheer should be given to the other
team. W, R, T



Practice restarts (Start of game, side-outs) R



Students will be responsible for the refereeing of their own
games. E-1, R, E-2



Students will demonstrate the ability to throw a Frisbee a variety
of ways, with speed, accuracy, manipulating the flight path E-2



Using the skill development and tactics learned throughout the
unit transfer that knowledge into a game setting. W

For some basic ultimate rules/history/keywords see:
http://ultimatefrisbeeinfo.com/index
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a Self starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

5

Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules
 Listen to instructions
 Follow class, unit and game rules
 Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good
workout
Quality effort. Committed to
improving personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect
 Talk and act with respect
towards others
 Respect the skill level and views
of all
 Include all and be willing to play
with others
 Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or
loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
Leadership
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a
situation
 Leads a group in warmup/activities
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Date: _________________
4

Very
Good

3

Good

2

Satisfactory

1

Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…

MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






5

Outstanding; Excellent







4

Good

3

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym,
and other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class members;
provides encouragement and support; is respectful of class
members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium,
and other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to
stay on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or teacher
support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation and
effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Backhand Throw

Backhand throw

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Setup

Leading leg is
seldom the same as
throwing hand

Leading leg is
sometimes the same
as throwing hand

Leading leg is often
the same as
throwing hand

Leading leg is always
the same as
throwing hand

Grip

Fingers are seldom
curled under the disc's
rim, and the thumb is
placed on top of the
disc to hold it in place.

Fingers are sometimes
curled under the disc's
rim, and the thumb is
placed on top of the
disc to hold it in place.

Fingers are often
curled under the disc's
rim, and the thumb is
placed on top of the
disc to hold it in place.

Fingers are always
curled under the disc's
rim, and the thumb is
placed on top of the
disc to hold it in place.

Execution

Release point is
seldom in the
correct position.

Release point is
often in the correct
position.

Release point is
always in the correct
position.

Accuracy

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Release point is
sometimes in the
correct position.
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Maximum Score: ________/16
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Skill: Forehand (Flick) Throw

Forehand (flick) throw

Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Setup

The wrist is seldom
cocked back, and
the arm is extended
out from the body.

The wrist is
sometimes cocked
back, and the arm is
extended out from
the body.

The wrist is often
cocked back, and
the arm is extended
out from the body.

The wrist is always
cocked back, and
the arm is extended
out from the body.

Grip

The middle finger is
seldom extended and
laid along the rim of the
disc. (The index finger is
placed against the
middle finger for power,
or pressed on the bottom
of the disc pointing
towards the center for
stability)

The middle finger is
sometimes extended
and laid along the rim of
the disc. (The index
finger is placed against
the middle finger for
power, or pressed on the
bottom of the disc
pointing towards the
center for stability)

The middle finger is often
extended and laid along
the rim of the disc. (The
index finger is placed
against the middle finger
for power, or pressed on
the bottom of the disc
pointing towards the
center for stability)

The middle finger is
always extended and
laid along the rim of the
disc. (The index finger is
placed against the
middle finger for power,
or pressed on the bottom
of the disc pointing
towards the center for
stability)

Execution

Release point is
seldom in the
correct position.

Release point is
often in the correct
position.

Release point is
always in the correct
position.

Accuracy

Pass seldom goes to
intended direction

Release point is
sometimes in the
correct position.
Pass is sometimes in
the intended
direction

Pass is often in the
intended direction

Pass is always in the
intended direction

Maximum Score: ________/16
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 8-10










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 8-10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Ultimate Frisbee
Name:_________________________

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian
Values & Safety

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets
expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds
expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills
with little or no
understanding of the
necessary skills

Satisfactory execution
of skills and displays
some understanding of
skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution
and understanding of
skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands in a
satisfactory manner

Able to perform the
strength, endurance
and flexibility tasks that
the sport demands

Excels at performing
the strength,
endurance and
flexibility tasks that the
sport demands

Rarely interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student shows poor
judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student sometimes
shows good judgement.

Generally interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student usually shows
good judgement.

Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with
peers, shows leadership,
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows
a good effort in every
class. When using
equipment and
interacting with others,
the student always shows
good judgement.

* This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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Grade 8 Volleyball
Introduction:
Volleyball is an excellent learning activity for grade 8 students. The game
requires agility, eye hand coordination, and the mastery of a few basic
skills. Students can demonstrate their Christian worldview in volleyball
through teamwork and cooperation. It provides an excellent opportunity
for high school students to develop these skills and attributes while
learning a game that can enhance fitness and provide recreational
enjoyment throughout their lives.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Volleyball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in volleyball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in volleyball is
God glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
volleyball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1. How can volleyball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of volleyball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:







Skills: Students will be able to execute:

Basic volleyball rules
Translation of the basic rules into
effective, cooperative team play
What constitutes proper ball control
and handling in passing setting,
spiking and serving
Key terms:
o Attack(er), block(er), carry,
double contact, fault/foul
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Offensive skills:
o Overhead volley, attack
volley
o Underhand serve
Defensive skills:
o One player block
Positioning:
o Serve receive
o Defense without a block

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting, there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Student and teacher journal entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout on Rules/History/Strategies/Tactics/Key Terms.
Assessment could be done through a unit ending quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy
and tactics. R



Emphasis should be on continuing to develop offensive and
defensive skills. Included in this should be overhead volley and the
attack volley.
E-2



Continue to develop the underhand serve. E-1



Defensive skills should include the introduction to blocking E,R,W



Continue to develop positional play – including serve receive and
defensive position without a block. W,



In order for students to receive a lot of touches on the volleyball,
emphasis should be on mini – games. T



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all
the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of volleyball. H



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test

A great resource can be found on Canada Volleyball’s website.
http://www.volleyball.ca/
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going above
& beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a Self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task, poor
effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

Date: _________________

5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules

Listen to instructions

Follow class, unit and game rules

Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect

Talk and act with respect towards
others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with
others

Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship

Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others

Modest and graceful in win or loss

Be honest, play fair

Help others
Leadership

Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable

Models self-control

Takes initiative/charge of a situation

Leads a group in warm-up/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…
MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"


5

Outstanding; Excellent












4

Good













Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to stay on
task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or teacher
support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation and effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class



3

Satisfactory;
Average

Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym, and
other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class members;
provides encouragement and support; is respectful of class members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium, and
other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior




2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 8










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 8: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Volleyball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian Values &
Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills with
little or no understanding of
the necessary skills

Satisfactory execution of skills
and displays some
understanding of skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution and
understanding of skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a satisfactory manner

Able to perform the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands

Excels at performing the
strength, endurance and
flexibility tasks that the sport
demands

Rarely interacts in a positive
manner with peers, shows
leadership, demonstrates
good sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and interacting
with others, the student
shows poor judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
Generally interacts in a
Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
interacting with other, the
student sometimes shows
student usually shows good
student always shows good
good judgement.
judgement.
judgement.
This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 8
Skill: Overhead Pass (Set)

PASSING - FORM

Criteria

Correct
placement/
use of
hands

Contact of
the ball

Accuracy

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Ball is seldom played
with the fingertips of
both hands.

Ball is sometimes
played with the
fingertips of both
hands.

Ball is often played
with the fingertips of
both hands.

Ball is always played
with the fingertips of
both hands.

Ball is seldom
contacted in the
correct locationslightly above the
forehead.
Ball is seldom passed
in the direction the
student is facing.

Ball is sometimes
Ball is always
Ball is often contacted
contacted in the
contacted in the
in the correct
correct locationcorrect locationlocation- slightly
slightly above the
slightly above the
above the forehead.
forehead.
forehead.
Ball is sometimes
Ball is often passed in Ball is always passed in
passed in the direction
the direction the
the direction the
the student is facing.
student is facing.
student is facing.

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
TEMPLATE

BLANK

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Sample Cognitive Evaluation Tool

Physical Education 8
Volleyball Test

Name:

Multiple Choice: Choose the best answer.
1. If a served ball lands on top of the net and lands on the
opponent’s court it is ruled a(n):
a) point
b) re-serve
c) side out
d) fault
2.Volleyball was invented by:
a) William Morgan
b) James Jackson
c) George Williams
d) William Holstead
3.The number assigned to the center player in the back row at
the start of the game is
a) 1
b) 2
c) 5
d) 6
4. If, in a rally, a player pushes the ball over the net, it is a:
a) fault
b) point
c) re-serve
d) none of the above
5.The first world championships of volleyball were played in
a) 1895
b) 1946
c) 1949
e) 1960
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Glossary Terms
Fill in the appropriate term for the description provided.
1.

the ball is played twice by a player
before touching another player.

2.

a ball which is not clearly hit.

3.

an unreturnable serve.

4.

the number of times each team may
contact the ball (after a block)
before returning it to the opponent’s
court.

5.

stepping on or over the end line
while serving.
the time during the game when the
ball is not in play.

6.
7.

a player who attempts to intercept
the ball after an opponent’s attack.

8.

a line three meters from (and parallel
to) the center line.

9.

the manner in which to decide which
team will serve first.

10.

a player whose primary task is to
direct the ball into the opponent’s
court.
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Circle the “T” or “F” in front of each statement to indicate
whether it is
true or false.
T

F

1. The server may stand anywhere behind the end line
when serving the ball.

T

F

2. You may step on the center line, but not over the
center line.

T

F

3. Points can be scored only by the serving team.

T

F

4. The ball may be contacted by any part of the body.

T

F

5. If a ball lands on a boundary line it is considered out.

Label each line indicated below
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Grade 9 Volleyball
Introduction:
Volleyball is an excellent learning activity for grade 9 students. The game
requires agility, eye hand coordination, and the mastery of a few basic
skills. Student’s Christian worldview can be demonstrated in volleyball
through teamwork and cooperation. It provides an excellent opportunity
for high school students to develop these skills and attributes while
learning a game that can provide leisure or recreational enjoyment
throughout their lives.

Stage 1: Desired Results
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Volleyball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in volleyball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in volleyball is
God glorifying.
4. Physical activities including
volleyball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1.

How can volleyball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of volleyball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Positional Play: Defensive
 Approach to an offensive attack






The proper technique when serving
overhand and sidearm.
Proper technique of a 2 player
block and the defensive coverage
while blocking.
Key terms:
o Attack, forearm pass,
rotation order, screening,
take off, tip.
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Skills: Students will be able to execute:







Offensive Skills
o a proper attack
o Serving: Introduction to
overhand and sidearm
o Forearm pass
Defensive Skills
o Forearm dig
o 1 and 2 player block
Team Play
o Mini Volleyball
o Positioning for defense
with 1 player block
o Positioning for spiking
and covering.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Student and teacher journal entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities

Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout with an emphasis on moving to strategies and
tactics (Away from rule based) Handout should deal with proper
skill technique. Assessment could be done through a unit ending
quiz. H



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy
and tactics. R



Emphasis should be on continuing to develop offensive skills:
Emphasis on attacking: including one step approach, full
approach, take off, contact at ½ speed, tipping and landing.
E-2



Develop the side arm and overhand serve E-1



Defensive skills development should include the introduction to the
forearm dig, 1 and 2 player blocking E-1,R,W



Continue to develop positional play – including serve receive and
defensive positions with a 1 person block. W



In order for students to receive a lot of touches on the ball,
emphasis should be on mini – games with a shift to full court games
as the unit progresses. T



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all
the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of volleyball. H



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test

A great resource can be found on Canada Volleyball’s website.
http://www.volleyball.ca/
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Daily Participation Evaluation
Hit Target
Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Sportsmanship

Leadership

Miss Target

Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
 Talk and act with respect towards
others
 Respect the skill level and views of all
 Include all and be willing to play with
others
 Create a safe environment
 Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others
 Modest and graceful in win or loss
 Be honest, play fair
 Help others
 Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable
 Models self-control
 Takes initiative/charge of a situation
 Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Not cooperating
Complaining and whining.
Saying this is dumb or stupid
 Talking out of turn, not paying
attention
 Don't care about rules
 Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous
and harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win,
angry in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going
above & beyond expectations
4 – Consistently a Self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task,
poor effort, socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

Date: _________________

5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules

Listen to instructions

Follow class, unit and game rules

Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect

Talk and act with respect towards
others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with
others

Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship

Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others

Modest and graceful in win or loss

Be honest, play fair

Help others
Leadership

Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable

Models self-control

Takes initiative/charge of a situation

Leads a group in warm-up/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…
MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






5

Outstanding; Excellent







4

Good

3

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym, and
other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class members;
provides encouragement and support; is respectful of class
members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium, and
other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to stay
on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or teacher
support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation and
effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 9










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 9: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Volleyball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian Values &
Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills with
little or no understanding of
the necessary skills

Satisfactory execution of skills
and displays some
understanding of skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution and
understanding of skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a satisfactory manner

Able to perform the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands

Excels at performing the
strength, endurance and
flexibility tasks that the sport
demands

Rarely interacts in a positive
manner with peers, shows
leadership, demonstrates
good sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and interacting
with others, the studen shows
poor judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
Generally interacts in a
Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
student sometimes shows
student usually shows good
student always shows good
good judgement.
judgement.
judgement.
This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 9
Skill: Forearm Pass (Dig)
Criteria

Performance Indicators

PASSING - FORM

Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Correct
placement/
use of arms
Contact of
ball

Accuracy

Arms are seldom
locked and straight
out in front, and
seldom lift with the
body
Ball is seldom
contacted on the soft
part of the arm
Ball is seldom passed
in the direction the
student is facing.

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Arms are sometimes
Arms are always
Arms are often locked
locked and straight
locked and straight
and straight out in
out in front, and
out in front, and
front, and seldom lift
seldom lift with the
seldom lift with the
with the body
body
body
Ball is sometimes
Ball is often contacted
Ball is always
contacted on the soft on the soft part of the contacted on the soft
part of the arm
arm
part of the arm
Ball is sometimes
Ball is often passed in Ball is always passed in
passed in the direction
the direction the
the direction the
the student is facing.
student is facing.
student is facing.

Maximum Score: ________/12
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
TEMPLATE

BLANK

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS

Grade 10 Volleyball
Introduction:
Volleyball is an excellent learning activity for grade 10 students. The
game requires agility, eye hand coordination, and the mastery of a few
basic skills. Student’s Christian worldview can be demonstrated in
volleyball through teamwork and cooperation. It provides an excellent
opportunity for high school students to develop these skills and attributes
while learning a game that can provide leisure or recreational enjoyment
throughout their lives.

Stage 1: Desired Result
Established Goals:
In pursuit of Godly service as healthy, active youth, our students will:








Develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable them
to attain and maintain a healthy active lifestyle.
Understand how one’s body is created and is to be
maintained.
Develop an understanding of God’s call on them to value and
care for their bodies so they can serve God and others, and to
value and care for the creation in which they live.
Be exposed to a variety of activities to encourage fitness for
life.
Develop age appropriate knowledge and skills for
participating productively, safely, and responsibly in a range of
physical activities.
Understand how to make decisions consistent with the goals of
Christian life.
Practice personal integrity, cooperation, self-respect,
responsibility, leadership, and persistence.
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Understandings

Essential Questions

Students will understand that:

1. Volleyball involves using
movement and motor skills to
stay healthy throughout your
life.
2. Movement concepts,
principles, strategies and
tactics are used in volleyball.
3. Demonstrating Christian
attitude and character while
participating in volleyball is
God glorifying.
4. Physical activities similar to
volleyball provide a variety of
opportunities for enjoyment,
social interaction, challenge
and self-expression.

1.

How can volleyball, as one
physical activity, promote lifelong wellness?
2. How does the use of
concepts, principles, strategies
and tactics affect the quality
of volleyball?
3. What personal and social
behavioral expectations
should be expected from a
Christian participant?
4. Besides fitness, how does
physical activity benefit us?

Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 The role of different players on the
court.
 The body positioning for the proper
execution of a power spike
 the body positioning for the proper
execution of a backset
 the elements included in a successful
stride/slide
 the elements included in a successful
roll






the footwork for a two player block
defensive responsibilities in a 4-2
system
effective officiating techniques
Key terms:
o Attack, Backset, 6 man up,
6 man back, referee,
umpire
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Skills: Students will be able to execute:









Offensive:
o Back – set
o Power spike
Defensive skills
o Stride/slide, roll
o Two player block
Team Play
o 4 – 2 serve receive
o 4 – 2 system spiking and
covering
o 1 player block for
defense
o Back row defense
Be a competent part of the
officiating team.

Stage 2: Assessment Evidence
As assessment will vary by local setting there are a number of methods to
assess physical activity; it should be both formative and summative in
nature.
Examples of assessment could include:
 Reflecting on fair play {Student and teacher journal entries}
 Evaluate tactics {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Evaluate skill development {Checklists or Rubrics}
 Skill performance {Peer Evaluation & Self Evaluation}
 Ongoing feedback should be given by the teacher regarding:
Skills/Participation/Behaviour/Appropriate strategies and tactics.
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities
Instructional Time: Approximately 12 Hours.


Discuss a handout with an emphasis on moving to strategies and
tactics (Away from rule based) Handout should deal with proper
skill technique. Assessment could be done through a unit ending
quiz. W, E-1,O



Continually offer feedback on performance and use of strategy
and tactics. R, E-2, T



Emphasis should be on continuing to develop offensive skills:
including volleying (back setting) and attacking (power spiking) R



Defensive skills development should include stride/ slide and roll
and 2 person block R



Continue to develop positional play – including 4-2 system
responsibilities R



In order for students to gain a deeper understanding of volleyball –
students will become involved in the officiating process. W, E-1



In order for students to receive a lot of touches on the ball
emphasis should be on mini – games with a shift to full court games
as the unit progresses. W, T



Remove or manipulate an element of the game and see how all
the elements are important to the strategy/tactics of volleyball. W,
H



Assess student learning through the following: E-2
o Rubrics/Checklists/Student Journals/Peer Evaluation
o Written Test

A great resource can be found on Canada Volleyball’s website.
http://www.volleyball.ca/
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Daily Participation Evaluation

Attitude




Follow Rules





Participation






Respect

Hit Target
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant respectful
manner
Listen to instructions
Follow class, unit and game rules
Proper care of equipment and facilities

Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving personal
fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely

Talk and act with respect towards others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with others

Create a safe environment

Sportsmanship



Leadership









Encourage, compliment, and congratulate
others
Modest and graceful in win or loss
Be honest, play fair
Help others
Takes responsibility, reliable, dependable
Models self-control
Takes initiative/charge of a situation
Leads a group in warm-up/activities

Miss Target
Not cooperating
Complaining and whining. Saying
this is dumb or stupid

Talking out of turn, not paying
attention

Don't care about rules

Careless use of equipment and
facilities
Off-task, Goofing around
Inconsistent effort
Needs outside motivation









Negative words and actions
toward others
Intimidating and bullying others
Excluding others
Creating possible dangerous and
harmful situations
Not cooperating with others
Boastful and bragging in win, angry
in loss
Cheating





Does not take ownership
Lacks self-control, disruptive
Not self-directed








5 – Exceptional motivation, maximum involvement, exemplary leadership, going above & beyond
expectations
4 – Consistently a Self-starter, good involvement, best effort, attentive
3 – Marginal participation, occasional reminders, moderate effort,
2 – Inconsistent participation, needs constant reminders, lacks focus, not on task, poor effort,
socialization interferes with participation.
1 - Uncooperative, interrupts teacher, complains about task, avoids participation
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Participation Evaluation Observation Rubric
Student: ______________________________
Hit Target

Date: _________________

5
Exceptional

Attitude
Willing to listen and cooperate
Address others in a pleasant
respectful manner
Follow Rules

Listen to instructions

Follow class, unit and game rules

Proper care of equipment and
facilities
Participation
Full participation, gets a good workout
Quality effort. Committed to improving
personal fitness
Self-motivated
Uses time wisely
Respect

Talk and act with respect towards
others

Respect the skill level and views of all

Include all and be willing to play with
others

Create a safe environment
Sportsmanship

Encourage, compliment, and
congratulate others

Modest and graceful in win or loss

Be honest, play fair

Help others
Leadership

Takes responsibility, reliable,
dependable

Models self-control

Takes initiative/charge of a situation

Leads a group in warm-up/activities
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4
Very
Good

3
Good

2
Satisfactory

1
Unsatisfactory

SAMPLE RUBRIC FOR:
Evaluation and Assessment of the Affective Domain of Learning: (5 point scale)
The five point scale will be used each day. When determining what score a student should receive, the
following "affective codes" will be taken into consideration…
MARK

"IN SHORT…"

"MORE SPECIFICALLY…"






5

Outstanding; Excellent







4

Good

3

Satisfactory;
Average















2

Needs attention; Poor










1

Very poor;
unprepared






Willingly engages in physical activities in the classroom, gym, and
other settings
Exhibits a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards tasks
Displays concentration; puts forth effort
Initiates and tries new tasks while demonstrating confidence
Works cooperatively and collaboratively with all class members;
provides encouragement and support; is respectful of class
members
Takes on varying roles and responsibilities
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Demonstrates leadership skills; accepts responsibility
Motivates others; is a positive role model
Outstanding attitude, participation, and effort
Participates in physical activities in the classroom, gymnasium, and
other settings
Displays a positive attitude
Concentrates and puts forth effort
Tries new tasks and is developing a sense of confidence
Works cooperatively and respectfully with all class members
Takes on roles and responsibilities willingly
Attentional and emotional control
Plays fair; shows appropriate etiquette
Appropriate competitive behavior
Participates in physical activities; at times needs reminders to stay
on task
Usually displays effort
Tries new activities and challenges when given peer or teacher
support
Works with others cooperatively and is respectful to classmates
Satisfactory or adequate in terms of attitude, participation and
effort
Participates only when encouraged
Displays effort in activities of interest
Reluctant to try new activities or challenges
Needs reminders in order to work cooperatively and safely
Requires support from teacher when in conflict situations
Lack of attentional and emotional control
Inappropriate competitive behavior
Disrupting learning of others
Cannot evaluate progress
Too many absences
Unprepared
May be removed from class
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SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION (Participation) RUBRIC:
Grade 10










The ‘A’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a vigorous level
of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘B’ Student
Participates in all physical
activities
Engages at a moderate to
vigorous level of intensity
Applies safety guidelines to
new settings and activities
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjusts rules as necessary to
meet needs of peers and be
inclusive of all participants
Demonstrates fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Selects and applies one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher










The ‘C’ Student
Participate in all physical
activities
Engage at a moderate to
vigorous activity
Apply safety guidelines
Models safe behaviours in a
variety of settings
Adjust rules as necessary to
meet the needs of peers and
be inclusive of all participants
Demonstrate fair play
behaviours such as
encouragement and respect
for all participants
Select and apply one or
more ways to act in a
leadership role in physical
activity as suggested by the
teacher.

University of British Columbia PETE 314A: Daily assessment Scale
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Grade 10: SAMPLE SUMMATIVE EVALUATION (teacher initiated)
Summative (Post-unit) Evaluation: Volleyball

Application

Skill
Acquisition

Sport Specific
Fitness

Christian Values &
Safety

Name: _________________________

Does not meet expectations
1 Mark

Minimally Meets
expectations
2 Marks

Fully Meets Expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds Expectations
4 Marks

Poor execution of skills with
little or no understanding of
the necessary skills

Satisfactory execution of skills
and displays some
understanding of skills

Good execution and
understanding of the
necessary skills

Excellent execution and
understanding of skills

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a poor manner

Performs the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands
in a satisfactory manner

Able to perform the strength,
endurance and flexibility
tasks that the sport demands

Excels at performing the
strength, endurance and
flexibility tasks that the sport
demands

Rarely interacts in a positive
manner with peers, shows
leadership, demonstrates
good sportsmanship, and in
showing a good effort in
every class. When using
equipment and interacting
with others, the student
shows poor judgement.

Occasionally interacts in a
Generally interacts in a
Consistently interacts in a
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
positive manner with peers,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
shows leadership,
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
demonstrates good
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
sportsmanship, and shows a
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
good effort in every class.
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
When using equipment and
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
interacting with others, the
student sometimes shows
student usually shows good
student always shows good
good judgement.
judgement.
judgement.
This rubric can be scaled to reflect the emphasis placed during instructional time.
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SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
Grade 10
Skill: Stride/ slide
Criteria

Correct body
position
Contact use
of legs/ feet

Correct use of
arms/ hands
Correct
landing/
follow through

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks

Student seldom starts
the lunge in a low
defensive position
Student seldom pivots
on the lead foot to
lunge forward
Student seldom uses a
controlled arm swing
to hit the ball with two
hands

Student sometimes
starts the lunge in a
low defensive position
Student sometimes
pivots on the lead foot
to lunge forward
Student sometimes
uses a controlled arm
swing to hit the ball
with two hands
Student sometimes
lands gently on his
shoulder and includes
a roll

Student seldom lands
gently on his shoulder
and includes a roll

Maximum Score: ________/16
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks

Student often starts the
lunge in a low
defensive position
Student often pivots on
the lead foot to lunge
forward
Student often uses a
controlled arm swing
to hit the ball with two
hands

Student always starts
the lunge in a low
defensive position
Student always pivots
on the lead foot to
lunge forward
Student always uses a
controlled arm swing
to hit the ball with two
hands

Student often lands
gently on his shoulder
and includes a roll

Student always lands
gently on his shoulder
and includes a roll

SAMPLE SKILL RUBRIC:
TEMPLATE

BLANK

Grade
Skill: ___________________
Criteria

Performance Indicators
Does not meet
expectations
1 Mark
SELDOM

Minimally meets
expectations
2 Marks
SOMETIMES

Maximum Score: ________/
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Fully meets expectations
3 Marks
OFTEN

Exceeds expectations
4 Marks
ALWAYS
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APPENDIX A: Grade Specific Enduring Understandings and Essential Questions
K-7 Enduring Understandings
Students will understand that:
1. Proper use of fundamental movement skills prepares students for success in
organized games.
2. Following the proper technique for a fundamental movement reduces the
chance of injury.
3. God has created an incredible and complex body that can be used in amazing
ways.
4. Fundamental movement skills develop abilities that can be used in a broad range
of physical activities.
5. Maximum participation is more likely when students feel confident in their abilities.
K-7 Essential Questions
1. How are fundamental movement skills crucial to a student’s physical skill growth?
2. How do fundamental movement skills help students to move safely?
3. How do fundamental movement skills help us glorify God by using our bodies in
the best possible way?
4. How do fundamental movement skills promote healthy and active living?
5. How do fundamental movement skills encourage maximum participation?
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Gr 4/5 Enduring Understandings
Students will understand that:
1. Physical activity allows God’s people to have a joyful means of rejuvenating
themselves for work in His kingdom.
2. By participating in physical activity I am able to develop and improve my
physical and mental well-being.
3. Sports and games require an understanding of some key skills and tactics in
order to participate in a proficient manner.
4. The body has the ability to move in a variety of ways to allow one to accomplish
a specific purpose.
5. Playing safely and fairly in physical activities is essential
6. Demonstrating Christian attitude and character while participating in physical
activity is God-glorifying.
Gr 4/5 Essential Questions
1. How is physical activity a gift from God?
2. How does my body change when I participate in physical activity?
3. Which skills do I need in order to move effectively and efficiently in physical
activity?
4. What are the different ways my body can move given a specific purpose?
5. Do I know how to play safely? Do I know how to play fairly?
6. How can a Christian attitude and character be demonstrated when practicing
skills and playing games?
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Gr 6/7 Enduring Understandings
Students will understand that:
1. The physical and emotional benefits of physical activity include increased
energy levels, stress management, and increased fitness.
2. Proper nutrition is a key component of a healthy lifestyle.
3. Christian attitude and character are essential to promoting a safe environment
for skills to be developed in physical education.
4. Team members have a responsibility to support each other in developing their
skills and humbly holding each other accountable to show sportsmanship.
5. Teamwork and communication are essential because they enable individuals to
accomplish more together than any of them individually could have achieved.
6. Rules for games provide boundaries for athletes to compete together in a safe
and equitable environment.
7. Teammates, opponents, and officials work collectively for the mutual enjoyment
of all involved.

Gr 6/7 Essential Questions
1. What are the physical and emotional benefits of physical activity?
2. What role does nutrition play in physical activity and well-being?
3. How can a Christian attitude and character be demonstrated when practicing
skills and playing games?
4. How do we promote skill development in our teammates at the same time as
showing patience with their learning/development?
5. How is teamwork and communication essential to successful participation in
team sports?
6. What are the benefits to having rules and how do they affect your safety?
7. How do I respect rules, teammates, opponents, and officials?
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Grade 8 Enduring Understandings:
Active Living:
Students will understand that:




There are short-term and long-term spiritual, physical and emotional benefits of
regular participation in physical activity.
There are factors that affect choices relating to life-long participation in physical
activity
There are different effects on body systems during and after physical activity

Movement:
Students will understand that:




There are basic related offensive and defensive strategies
There are health and skill-related components to personal fitness.
Selected movement concepts will be incorporated into the performance of a
variety of activity based non-locomotor, locomotor, and manipulative
movement skills

Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership:
Students will understand that:



Demonstrating safety practices during physical activity is appropriate to
minimizing the risk of injury.
For the safety of self and others equipment is to be used for the intended
purpose.

Christian Values:
Students will understand that:


Participation in physical activity should reflect these characteristics: humility,
love, joy, cooperation and servant-hood. “But encourage one another daily, as
long as it is called today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s
deceitfulness.” (Hebrews 3: 13)
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Grade 8 Essential Questions:
Active Living:




What is and why does active living matter?
How do you identify and pursue personal physical activity goals?
What are the principles of training?

Movement:




What are basic offensive and defensive strategies?
What are the principles of training to improve fitness?
How can you relate movement skills to movement concepts?

Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership:



What are specific behaviours that will minimize the risk of injury to self and others
in physical activity?
Why must you use equipment and facilities for their intended purpose?

Christian Values:



What is Godly and effective leadership?
What does it mean to participate in an activity in a spirit of cooperation, and
appropriate behaviours?
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Grade 9 Enduring Understandings:
Active Living:
Students will understand that:





There is a relationship between physical activity and health/skills related
components.
There is a responsibility between nutritional choices and participation in physical
activity. “Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit, who is
in you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own; 20 you were
bought at a price. Therefore honor God with your bodies. 1 Corinthians 6:19,20.
There are effects on the body before, during and after physical activity.

Movement:
Students will understand that:




There are different movement concepts that will lead to improved movement
skills.
There are health and skill-related components to personal fitness.
Selected movement concepts will be incorporated into the performance of a
variety of activity based non-locomotor, locomotor, and manipulative
movement skills

Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership:
Students will understand that:




There is a difference between static and dynamic stretching and how to apply
each in warm-ups and cool downs.
Demonstrating safety practices during physical activity is appropriate to
minimizing the risk of injury.
For the safety of self and others equipment is to be used for the intended
purpose.

Christian Values:
Students will understand that:


Participation in physical activity should reflect these characteristics: humility,
love, joy and servant-hood. “But encourage one another daily, as long as it is
called Today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness.”
(Hebrews 3: 13)
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Grade 9 Essential Questions:
Active Living:




What is the relationship between physical activity and health-related/skillsrelated fitness components?
What is the relationship between personal nutritional choices and physical
activity?
What are the effects on the body during physical exertion?

Movement:




What are movement concepts to improve movement skills?
How can you apply selected principles of training?
What are movement skills in a range of individual/dual activities and in
predictable/unpredictable game settings?

Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership:




Why must you participate in both static and dynamic stretching exercises?
What are specific behaviours that will minimize the risk of injury to self and others
in physical activity?
Why must you use equipment and facilities for their intended purpose?

Christian Values:



What are characteristics of leadership in a range of physical activities?
What does it mean to participate in an activity in a spirit of cooperation, and
appropriate behaviours?
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Grade 10 Enduring Understandings:
Active Living:
Students will understand that:



There are many factors to consider when participating in life-long physical
activity.
Goal setting, personal interests/abilities, nutritional considerations and principles
of training will dictate an individual’s physical activity plan.

Movement:
Students will understand that:



There are appropriate movement concepts to improve the performance of a
range of activity specific movement skills across activity categories.
There are many activities in games activity that will combine nonlocomotor/locomotor and manipulative games.

Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership:
Students will:





Understand emergency planning.
Demonstrate safety practices during physical activity which is appropriate to
minimizing the risk of injury.
Understand that for the safety of self and others equipment is to be used for the
intended purpose.
Participate in officiating and demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of the
rules and apply them impartially.

Christian Values:
Students will understand that:


Participation in physical activity should reflect these characteristics: humility,
love, joy and servant-hood. “But encourage one another daily, as long as it is
called Today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness.”
(Hebrews 3: 13)
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Grade 10 Essential Questions:
Active Living:



What is life-long physical activity?
What is included in a personal physical activity plan?

Movement:



What are ways to improve movement skills in all activity categories?
How can you fluently coordinate non-locomotor, locomotor and /or
manipulative skills in a games activity setting.

Safety, Fair Play, and Leadership:





What are the principles of First Aid?
What are specific behaviours that will minimize the risk of injury to self and others
in physical activity?
Why must you use equipment and facilities for their intended purpose?
What is the application of rules in an officiating capacity?

Christian Values:



What are characteristics of leadership in a range of physical activities?
What does it mean to participate in an activity in a spirit of cooperation, and
appropriate behaviours?
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Grade 11 Enduring Understandings
Students will understand that:
1. Individual skills and team concepts and strategies can be applied in a number of
complex game situations.
2. Factors like stress, age, gender, time, and culture affect personal fitness and will help
the students develop a plan to improve their level of personal fitness.
3. Regular reflection on my attitude, leadership, sportsmanship, and respect for rules
and others will help me improve my daily participation.
4. Having experienced God’s grace and love, they ought to display the fruit of the
Spirit in the way they interact with others.
5. Participation in physical activity will allow them to demonstrate cooperation,
sportsmanship, love and joy in a challenging, competitive environment.
Grade 11 Essential Questions
1. How can efficient and effective movement skills and concepts be analyzed and
applied in a variety of complex game situations?
2. How can I develop and implement a personal physical fitness plan?
3. How can I assess my personal level of participation with a view to improvement?
4. How do I demonstrate a positive attitude towards interpersonal relationships?
5. What does it mean to participate in an activity in a spirit of cooperation, love, and
joy?
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Grade 12 Enduring Understandings
Students will understand that:
1. That the application of individual skills and team concepts can be strategically
adapted through evaluation of complex game situations.
2. Factors like stress, age, gender, time, and culture affect personal fitness and will help
the students design, evaluate, and modify a plan to improve their level of personal
fitness.
3. Regular reflection on my attitude, leadership, sportsmanship, and respect for rules
and others will help me improve my daily participation.
4. Having experienced God’s grace and love, they ought to display the fruit of the
Spirit in the way they interact with others.
5. Participation in physical activity will allow them to demonstrate cooperation,
sportsmanship, love and joy in a challenging, competitive environment.
Grade 12 Essential Questions
1. How can efficient and effective movement skills and concepts be evaluated,
adapted and applied in a variety of complex game situations?
2. How can I reflect upon and improve my personal functional level of physical fitness?
3. How can I assess my personal level of participation with a view to improvement?
4. How do I demonstrate a positive attitude towards interpersonal relationships?
5. What does it mean to participate in an activity in a spirit of cooperation, love, and
joy?
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APPENDIX B: ACTIVITY CATEGORIES
Kindergarten – Grade 7
The following table lists examples of specific activities within each activity category. This
table is neither prescriptive nor exhaustive – it is provided for informational purposes
only, to assist educators in planning a well-balanced and varied Physical Education
program. In addition, many activities relate to more than once activity category.
Activity
Category

Alternative
Environment
Activities
(generally
performed
outside the
school
grounds)

Dance

Examples of Specific Activities
Aquatics
 Stroke development
 Snorkelling
 Water games
 Synchronized swimming
 Survival and life-saving
Water Based
 Paddling
 Sailing
 Sail boarding
 Surfing (board, body)
 Water-skiing

Rhythmic and Creative
 Singing and clapping
games
 Aerobic dance
 Interpretive dance
 Story dance, dance
drama
 Thematic dance
Folk and Cultural
 Folk, square
 Traditional
 Culture specific
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Land Based
 Hiking
 Backpacking
 Rock climbing
 Orienteering
 Horseback riding
 Skateboarding, inline
skating
Snow and Ice Based
 Hockey, ringette
 Figure skating
 Synchronized skating
 Speed skating
 Snow-shoeing
 Skiing (downhill, cross
country)
 Snowboarding
 Sledding
Social
 Line
 Jive, swing
 Hip-hop
 Novelty dances
Genre
 Ballroom
 Modern
 Jazz
 Ballet
 Tap

Games

Formative Games
 Locomotor movement
skill games (freeze tag,
races, hopscotch,
skipping games)
 Manipulative
movement skills
(throwing games,
kicking games,
tetherball, 4-square)
 Lead and follow games
(Simon says, follow the
leader)
 Partner games, team
games
Innovative Games
 Creative or novel
 Co-operative
challenges
 Parachute activities
 Cultural games

Gymnastics

Bat and Ball games
 Softball, baseball, T-ball
 Cricket
 Rounders
Educational Themes
 Shape
 Balance
 Weight transfer
 Travel
 Flight
 Take off and land
 Spatial awareness
Acrobatic
 Tumbling
 Balancing
 Mini-trampoline
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Court and Field games
 Soccer
 Basketball
 Touch football, rugby
 Broomball
 Kickball
 Hockey
 Team handball
 Lacrosse
 Shinny
 Ultimate
Net and Wall Games
 Volleyball
 Tennis
 Badminton
 Pickleball
 Table tennis
 Handball
 Netball
 Racquetball
 Squash

Rhythmic Gymnastics
 Hoop
 Ball
 Ribbon
 Scarves
 Lummi sticks
Apparatus (Artistic) Gymnastics
 Floor exercises
 Parallel bars
 Vault box
 Rings
 Balance beam and benches

Athletics (Track and Field)
 Runs
 Jumps (high jump, long
jump, triple jump)
 Throws (discus, shot put)

Individual and
Dual Activities

Combative
 Martial arts
 Self defense
 Wrestling
Manipulatives
 Juggling
 Rope jumping
 Footbag
 Hula hoop
 Yo-yo
 Disk golf
 Rope climbing and
hanging
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Training Programs
 Aerobics
 Circuit training
 Cycling
 Lap swimming
 Medicine balls
 Pilates
 Stability balls
 Strength training
 Walking, jogging
 Weight training
Target
 Archery
 Bocce
 Bowling (lawn, lane)
 Curling
 Golf

Grades 8 – 10
The following table lists examples of specific activities within each activity category. This
table is neither prescriptive nor exhaustive – it is provided for informational purposes
only, to assist educators in planning a well-balanced and varied Physical Education
program. In addition, many activities relate to more than once activity category.
Activity
Category

Examples of Specific Activities
Fitness Activities
 Aerobics
 Aqua aerobics
 Cardio training
 Circuit training
 Core strength/stability
training
 Cycling
 Lap swimming
 Pilates
 Strength training*
 Survival and lifesaving
 Walking, jogging

Individual and
Dual Activities

Target
 Archery
 Golf
 Disc golf
Manipulatives
 Juggling
 Rope jumping
 Footbag
 Hula hoop
 Yo-yo
 Rope climbing, rope
hanging
Athletics
 Runs (sprints, middle
distance, long distance;
track, cross country)
 Jumps (high jump, long
jump, triple jump)
 Throws (discus, shot put,
javelin)
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Combatives
 Martial arts
 Self-defence
 Boxing
 Wrestling
Land-Based Activities
 Hiking
 Rock climbing
 Orienteering
 Horseback riding
 Mountain biking
 Skateboarding, inline
skating
Snow- and Ice-Based Activities
 Speed skating (short track,
long track)
 Snow-shoeing
 Cross-country skiing
 Downhill skiing,
snowboarding
 Sledding
Water-Based Activities
 Diving
 Paddling
 Sailing
 Sail boarding
 Snorkelling
 Surfing (board, body)
 Swimming stroke
development
 Water-skiing

Games
Activities

Formative and Innovative
Games
 Locomotor movement
skill games (tag games,
races, skipping games,
relays)
 Manipulative
movement skill games
(throwing games,
kicking games)
 Creative games,
student invented
games
 Co-operative
challenges
 Cultural games
New/Wall Games
 Tennis
 Badminton
 Table tennis
 Court handball
 Racquetball
 Squash
 Pickleball
 Paddleball

Rhythmic
Movement
Activities
(including
dance and
gymnastic
activities)

Rhythmic and Creative Dance
 Aerobic dance
 Interpretive dance
 Dance drama
 Thematic dance
Genre and Cultural Dance
 Social dance
 Folk, square
 Traditional
 Culture-specific
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Court and Field Games
 Hockey (ice, field, floor)
 Soccer
 Basketball
 Softball, baseball
 Cricket
 Touch/flag football, rugby
 Broomball
 Volleyball
 Kickball
 Team handball
 Lacrosse
 Ringette
 Netball
 Rounders
 Ultimate
 Water polo
Target Games
 Bocce
 Bowling
 Curling

Gymnastics
 Floor routines
 Acrobatic
 Artistic gymnastics apparatus
Ice and Water
 Figure skating
 Synchronized skating
 Synchronized swimming

Grade 11/12
The following table lists examples of specific activities within each activity category. This
table is neither prescriptive nor exhaustive – it is provided for informational purposes
only, to assist educators in planning a well-balanced and varied Physical Education
program. In addition, many activities relate to more than once activity category.
Movement
Categories

Activities

Individual and Dual
Activities
Athletics
(Track and Field)
- Runs
- Jumps
- Throws
Combative
- Martial arts
- Self-defence
- Wrestling
- Fencing
Fitness
- Aerobics
- Tai chi
- Yoga
- Training
programs
- CPR
Creative Movement
Gymnastics
- Rhythmic
- Olympic
Dance
- Ballroom
- Folk
- Line
- Square
- Jive
- Jazz
- Creative
- Modern
- Multicultural

Games
Territorial
Goal
- Basketball
- Soccer
- Fiel hockey
- Lacrosse
- Team handball
Line
- Football
- Rugby
- Disc sports
- Broomball
Net and Wall
- Volleyball
- Tennis
- Badminton
- Pickleball
- Table tennis
- Handball
- Racquetball
- Squash
Fielding
- Cricket
- Softball
- Rounders
Innovative
- Minor
- Co-operative
- Multicultural
Target
- Archery
- Bocci
- Bowling
- Curling
- Golf
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Alternative –
Environment Activities
Land – Based
Summer
- Hiking
- Backpacking
- Rock climbing
- Camping
- Orienteering
- Horseback riding
- In-line skating
- Skateboarding
- Roller blading
- Survival
Winter
- Snowshoeing
- Skiing
- Snowboarding
- Skating
- Winter camping
- Survival
Water-Based
- Canoeing
- Rowing
- Kayaking
- Sailing
- Sailboarding
Aquatic
- Survival
techniques
- Snorkeling
- Water games
- Diving
- Underwater
games
-

APPENDIX C: LESSON PLAN AND UNIT PLAN TEMPLATES

Design Template
Introduction:

Stage 1: Desired Results
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Established Goals:
Teachers of science are to:









Understandings

Essential Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Students will understand that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Key Knowledge and Skills
Knowledge: Students will know:
 Key terms:
o








Skills: Students will be able to:











Stage 2: Assessment Evidence

FORMATIVE
SUMMATIVE
(GRASPS, if necessary)
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Stage 3: Teaching and Learning Activities
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APPENDIX D: SOME IDEAS ON EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
Some Ideas on Evaluation and Assessment
Excellence in athleticism does not guarantee an A or a B in Physical Education.
Promoting participation and enjoyment are also important goals of this course.
Evaluation and assessment should reflect this. Below, two methods of evaluation are
discussed. You do not have to lock in totally to one or the other, or even a third
method. Teachers will often use a hybrid or combination of methods to arrive at a
letter grade.
1. Criterion Referenced Evaluation
This is a reference based method of evaluation. The criterion is based on the learning
outcomes in the provincial curriculum. Student performance is compared to
established criteria rather than the performance of other students.
The following criteria will always be evaluated:
a) Comes to class prepared and on time, ready to participate
b) Participates fully in all activities
c) Displays a positive, Christian attitude.
For each specific unit or activity, other specific criteria can be added. For example, the
following criteria could be added to a basketball unit:
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Maintains control while dribbling with different speeds, hands, and directions.
Passes accurately using chest, overhead, baseball, and bounce passes.
Performs a layup using correct technique.
Performs a set shot using correct technique.
Displays effective positioning.
Demonstrates knowledge and rules of the game.

For each of these criteria, a rubric can be used produce a rating scale to derive a
score out of 10 (for example). These scores can be combined, and weighted if
necessary, to produce a unit grade or a term mark. More weight can be given to the
criteria the teacher has stated beforehand to the students are most important (e.g. the
first three).
2.

P.A.C.E. Evaluation

This acronym refers to “Participation, Attitude, Cooperation and Effort”. This is the main
component of a simplified version of evaluation. This format has the evaluation broken
down into four main components:
a) PACE

35%
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b) Fitness
15%
c) Knowledge 15%
d) Skills
35%
The percentages attached to these components are subjective and can be changed
to reflect the predetermined goals of your program or course.
A fitness score would be determined by formal fitness testing, and can additionally be
informed by subjective observations. A student who consistently comes in near the
front of the pack in warm-up runs would be demonstrating good fitness whereas a
student who needs to stop running and frequently walks on the same warm-up run
would be demonstrating poor fitness. Formal fitness testing could include a variety of
tests like a “sit and reach test” or a 12 minute run.
A knowledge mark is based mainly on written test scores. It is best to produce a written
handout of activity/ sport specific information. This score can also be determined by
some subjective observations such as recognizing that a student has learned a rule or is
using a new strategy presented during the activity unit.
Athletic skills are evaluated and ascribed a percentage of the unit or term mark.
At the end of the unit (or term) a score out of 100 is determined by adding the four
components together. If certain behaviours are to be targeted the final score can be
adjusted to reflect this. For instance 3% can be deducted for each late, and 5% for
each “no strip”.

A Note on Rubrics
Clearly constructed rubrics are effective tools for evaluation. Throughout this document
there are many samples of rubrics to measure a variety of desired learning outcomes.
There is a desire to limit subjectivity in P.E. evaluation. Many see rubrics as part of the
solution to the subjectivity issue in P.E. evaluation. While clearly constructed rubrics help
you focus on a specific aspect or skill there is still a degree of subjectivity as you observe
whether the student has met a certain standard to receive a certain score.

Guenther, Ralph, Natalie Handy, and Shannen Harle. P.E. In The Middle/ Junior School.
2nd Edition ed. N.p.: n.p., 1999. Print.
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APPENDIX E: THE CHRISTIAN TEACHER’S VIEW OF THE STUDENT
The student, or learner, represents the focus of the Christian educational process. Each
student brings to class a personal set of needs, wants, and goals. Each is looking for
fulfillment and growth in his own personal and spiritual life. Every learner starts with his
own basic needs, thus the educator must seek to encourage and motivate the learner
to discover and develop God's gifts for his life. In Christian education true learning
comes as the student experiences the wonder of God's unfolding plan and consistent
truth applied to his life.
The student is to be considered as an individual, a person of worth, as God sees us as
individuals. His personal experiences and knowledge have value. He is a responsible
member of a learning group, having something to contribute and something to learn.
The truth that is learned must not be finally imposed from without, but rather must be
discovered by the student under the guidance and leadership of the teacher and the
Holy Spirit.1
"A pupil’s growth is determined not by what he hears, but by what he does about what
he hears. The important thing is what is happening inside the pupil. He may accept or
he may reject whatever is going on outside. Learning is what the pupil does and what
the outer forces do to him. Teachers can influence the inner factors only by properly
using the outer factors. If a teacher will work with the Spirit of God, He can use him to
effect the desired inner changes." 2
Therefore, it is the task of the teacher to help his students to know and to understand
the principles of Scripture for their lives, and then to lead them to accept these
principles as their own. The motivation to accept these principles would not remain
extrinsic – that is, because the teacher says so – but rather, the student must be guided
in such a way that he can think through the issues and intrinsically apply them to his life.
Once the divine work of the Holy Spirit is accomplished, (John 16) God's predetermined principles become self-chosen goals.
This page written with the help of:
Cates, Paul W., Ph. D. "A Christian Philosophy of Education." Transforming Teachers. N.p.,
n.d. Web. 09 July 2014.
Footnote 1: (Zuck, Roy B. The Holy Spirit in Your Teaching, 1963, pp. 167-168)
Footnote 2: (LeBar, Lois. Education that is Christian, 1995, p. 166)
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APPENDIX F: W.H.E.R.E.T.O.
The acronym WHERETO summarizes the key elements that should be found in your lesson plan, given the
desired results and assessments drafted in Stages 1 and 2. Note that the elements need not appear in the
same order as the letters of the acronym. Think of WHERETO as a checklist for building and evaluating the
final learning plan, not a suggested sequence. For example, the learning might start with a Hook (H),
followed by instruction on the final performance requirements (W), then perhaps some rethinking of earlier
work (R)

H
How will we hook and hold
student interest?

W

E

Where are we going? Why?
What is expected?

How will we equip students
for expected performances?

WHERETO
O

R

How will we organize and
sequence learning?

How will we help students
rethink and revise?

T

E

How will we tailor learning to
varied needs, interests, and

How will students selfevaluate and reflect on their

McTighe & Wiggins, Understanding by Design Handbook, Alexandria, VA, USA, 1999.
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